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Introd.uctlon ________ ._....,..-_,. 
Happiness is learning to read.. This happiness is 
attained through the application of many interrelated. 
skills and a.bil).ties that must be learned. and. sustainecl by 
purposeful practice. Comprehension and. interpretation are 
of the essence of read.i.ng and. have B.s thelr bases the 
reacler's experience, culture, prer;ent. enviroru.ent, emotlonal. 
and. physical sts.te. Hm'lev er, the graphic symbols repre·-
senting thece related. ideas 'Nhich evolve from the act of 
reading must, first of all, be seen \'iith the eye. There~· 
fore, skill in word. recognition is absolutely essential for 
effective :r-ead.ing. Smith ste.tes, 11 The gro''lth area of word. 
lde:ntifj_caU.on is the most be.sic of all the skill areas. 
It; is the fom1d.ation upon 'ilhich the skills j_n a11 other 
grm·Jth areas are laid .• nl 
Nost reading au·chorities list five major s1;JJ.J.s for 
d.ev E<l.oplnc lnd.epon.d.ence in v:o:cC.. ::cecogni tion. T'iwse sk:ills 
1 
2 
are the use of picture or word-form clues, context clues, 
structural analysis, phonetic analysis, and the d.ictlonary. 
Research has pointed out that no single one of t.hes e tech·· 
niques is sufficient for meaningful reading.2 P...cJ..ther, a 
combination of two or more of them is often necessary. 
They are developed. simultaneously or sequentially in the 
process of vmrd. attack. ~\s a matter of fact, tlwy ce.n be 
used as a check on each othere 
Because the major I'JOrd recogni"cj_on skills as vlell 
as comprehension s1;:ills are fu..Yld.amental to a good. ::l'eacUng 
program, the teacher he11 self should. have a thorough and 
accur·ate knovJled.ge of the principles involved. in each tech-
nique. Jiloreove::c, she should_ have the avility to guide pu-
pils in implementing these principles in content subjects 
as well as in the reading lesson. 
Although the writer of this thesls is m.inc1 . .ful of 
the fact that read.ing is a thinking p:c-oeess -v;:'Lth interpl'e-
tat ion of and. reaction to the printed. vwrd. as its purpose, 
this study is particularly concerned. 1~1 th one of the 111r~j or 
skills used. to d.evelop grm-:th in vwrd. id.entificatlon. This 
skill is phonics, a flli1Ctional phonics that is ta1.:tght in 
meaningful context. Tod.ay read.ing authorities recognize 
the need ond ·importance of phonics. 'l'o put it into a real-
istj.cJ r;ctt.ing, Dur.kln Rays, 11 Phonics is useful, phonlcs is 
3 
important, phonics is necessary in a really good. re·ad.ing 
program. u3 'l'he. questions, therefore, are no longer 
"Should. phonics be taught?" or "Should. phonics be the pri·· 
mary approach to teaching read.ing? 11 The research rcv:i ev1ed 
in this thesis ans't'rers these queries. Eesearch stud.ies 
have extensively investigated. the questions of the time, 
the amou....'rlt, and., to some extent, the method.s for teaching 
phonics. The questio:rw nmJ are these: Hhich ind.ivid.ual 
child need.s the sound.- sight tech:n~Lques '? V!hich child. vl ill 
profit most from training in the use of this skill? How 
does one organize the class to meet ind.i v id.ual phonic.; 
need.s? Isn 1 t the av eTage first grade child. of today 1 s 
culture ready o..ncl able to apply 1'li th guid.anco more pho-
netic principles than are given him in his basal read.ing 
program? Isn 1 t his need. for this skill greate:::' no~>J than 
ever before because of the va:r.iec1. vocabulary in the basal 
read.ers, grad.ed. lj.brary bcoks 9 and. primary magazines avail-
able to him and used by him? 
Since the -writeJ.' has found. apparent success in 
supplementing a basal read.ing progl'8J!l wlt.h a strong ana-
lytic phonetic apprcach, she has und.erte.ksn thls experi-
mental st1.1.:::1.y to d.eterminc statistically if this procedure 
actually d.oes result in significant increment in read.ing 
achievement for first grade children. 
--·---·----------------~·-,------------··--·-·------------·--·--·---
.3Dolores Durki:n, ?0~.1!1~.?:'?. .. "~~q. __ t:b.~ _ _T_ea.c:!~l~-~ ... .2£ 
Bead.ing, (NElJ York: Teache:r-s College F:ress, Columbia 
universityt 1966)~ P· 50. 
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The purpose of this study is to determh1e the com-
parative effectiveness of reinforcing the basal read.ing 
program vrith a highly phonetic program when compared. vlith 
teaching the basal read.:Lng phonet~Lc Pl"og:cam only. The tvio 
specific objectives set forth are to end.eavor to ansv-Je:c the 
following questions: 
1. Do the chilcl:ren h:;c~ome more efficient in ·Nord. 
recognition. and. 't<Jord. attack if greater em.phasis is given 
to phonics by re5.nforcing th8 basal program 1·1ith a strong 
phonetic p:r:·ogre.m? 
2. Does the intensive phonics prograr:l affect com-· 
prehension? 
The s ignif icsxH;.e of this stud.y lies in its search 
for the proper emphasis to be given to phonics within the 
total read.i:ng p:cogram -v;lth the focus on the best possible 
reacting p:cogram. It is hoped. that this study vrill contrib-
ute, in a small 1'lay, tovJal.'d. ;::;olvinc; the p:roblem.s of e, bal-
anced. :cead.ing program 1:li th optimurn stress on phonics. 
This study ~as limited to seventy-eigl~ first grade 
pupils ern~cl.J.ed. in hw ps.roc:i.Fd schools of Chicago. Al-
.5 
though the experimental and control groups includ.ed a 
small number of subjects, the sampling 1-Jas representative 
of the average population of a large city. The intelli-
gence, mental age, visual and aud.i tory d.iscrimination abil-
i ties, and. initial read.ing skill for this population l"J"Gre 
equated. Other controls such as socio-economic status of 
the subjects, the read.ing p:r·ogram, time spent on reading 
and. phonics, and the teaching methocts \'Jere equ.s..ltzed .• 
Teacher ability, experience, and. enthusiasm vrere estiaatec1 
to be well matche~. 
The sce.nd.ardized tests used vJere: Otl~~--qu~?-~-
Road.i.rJ.ess, Uid.e Range f,cb.iev e.ment ':L'est, Cal:i.fornia Reading 
___ , _______ ,_,_ .. -~--·---·----"·""'---~-...---.----.,-~·-,.. • ..__.,_ --.. -.. __. ..... -~--·---"'""""""-...... .c,.. • ..,..Q> .. 
Te~Js (both I,ower Prtmary ancl Upper Primary). 
The first grade child comes to school with whole-
hearted interest in the wide horizons that the new world of 
.knm~lec.lge ope:r1s to him. The:cefore, it is the teacher 1 s 
responsibility to make the utmost use of the snall chilc1. 1 s 
natu:r<:-t1 eu.gerness to lea:cn. '' . -cnJ.s c:hal1eng;e 
by enabling the chilcl to flnd. success at the ve:cy beginn:i.ng 
of his reading experiences. His ability to m1lock ~ords, 
particular1y those of his spcs..kl!JC Ftnd. llstenj_ng vocabn--
laries, m:e a fm1ction of rhonj_cs as vlell EJ.s of other l·lord. 
attack s};:j_J.ls. It is thE:-: ';'J:t'i.tcr 1 s convi.ction, after years 
6 
of experience in teaching first grade chllc1.ren, that they 
are able to acquire greater facility in using phonic 
skills than is generally attributed. to them. Through vigi-
lant guid.ance the teacher can remind. and. po:i.nt out to the 
child., when necessary, 1J··rhere to apply the principles that 
have been clevoloped . .., Smith states that the use of phon:i.c.s 
is a complex matt;er whj_ch involves at least four sepa:c&~te 
skills. These skills are visual discrimination, auditory 
d.iscriminat:lon, blend.ing, and. contextual application in 
d . 4 rea .lng. 
Every feasible mea,ns should be used. to prevent pos-
si ble experiences of failure and frust:cat1on for the pupil. 
It is hoped. thereby to forestall future clropouts. Panther 
states, 11 The effects of failure in beginni.ng reading can 
be catastrophic, as the author and other school psycholo-
gists can read.i1y te.stify. n.5 Sister Na:i."Y Juli tta i:n one 
of her lectures to grad.ua.te students said., 11 Pl'evention of 
faj.lure is better than remedial work. 11 6 Providtng the 
child i'Jith an early mastery and. functional use of an ade-
quate vocabulary should. be every first g.rad.e teacher• s 
aim. This would. enable the child to reaci. many pre-primers, 
4smith, Op. cit., p. 201. 
5Ed.'ils,rd E. Panthers, "Prediction of First Grad.e 
Reading Achievement, 11 Ele~tar;r_ Scho.Q];~rn.s~J:., LXVIII 
(October, 1967), p. 44. 
6 Sister r.lary Jnli tta 0 .·s. F. , Lecture given on 
"Problems in H.ead.ing at E1emr.;nts_:cy Lev cl, 11 Card.inal 
Strltch College, liilwauJ;:ee, \Hs., Summe:r Sesslo::J., 1962. 
7 
primers, first read.ers and easy library books. Hid.e read-
ing with good comprehension eliminates 1'lord. callers. The 
slowing-up of the reading process is a fault often attrib-
uted to the teaching of phonics or its over-emphasis. This 
occurs if the child is encouraged to e,nalyze word.s that 
have by frequent use become sight word.s. 
Finally, a good foundation in all the reading skills 
at each grad.e level prov:i..cles a read.iness for the next year's 
successful reading program. 
CHA.P'l'EH II 
REVIEVJ OF HELJ\TED LITEHATUHE 
Introduction 
A study of the vast amount of research done on 
phonics relative to success in beginning reading makes 
one cognizant of the fact that not only are pupils 11 per-
sons 11 v-1ho learn differently, but researchers are lndivid-
uals whose conclusions from statistical experiments pro-
vide a diversified but scholarly array of convictions 
and. opinions related. to the problems of begtnnln.g readJ_ng. 
The conclusions of Agnew's pioneer experiment on 
the usefulness of phonetic training in increasing ability 
to read have been widely quoted by those who advocated more 
phonetic trainlng and by those ~1ho believed. enough vms 
provided. 1 
.Hobinson at the Eighth Annual Forum on Vis~t.on and 
Reac}j_n£.; held in Chicago in the Fa.ll of 1964 remal'ked in 
the pan81 discussion that there are many research ~;tuclies 
to sup:Jort either side of the issue jn regard to the phon-
1c. \·J. Hmmicut and \·!. J. Ive:cson, Hescarch in 
!~~-'.Q=~Fee Jl.:_~ (Ne:·l York: Hal'per, 1958), pp. ?o·.=-sr-.----
8 
9 
etic or non-phonetic approach to the teaching of readins. 2 
Paul E. Sparks 
Sparks carried on a four-year experiment to compare 
the merits of the method set forth by Phonet_~~t"~_y_,.~ __ .l5>_I~eo:9..:.­
ing Program3 "~ i th that of the Scott Foresman BEts ic Readers. 4 
'l'he investigation involved 4-18 pupils in grades one through 
four in one school and. 406 pupils in another. School A 
pupils vwre taught to read. by the Phonetic Ke:,rs to Hea.ding 
method vJhile School B pupils were taught by the Basic Head-
ing progrc~m. A summary of the find.ings of this study were: 
1. The first grade pupils of School A v~ere superior in 
readJ.:ng comprehension and. in reading vocabular.Y to 
the first grade pupils of School B. The diffe:cence 
in their test performance was significant at the one 
per cent level. 
2·. The second grade pupils of School 1':. i'lere superior 
in reading comprehension to the second grade pupils 
of School B, but there was no significant difference 
between the two groups in reading vocabulary. 
J, There appeared to be no significant difference be-
tween the third and. fourth grade pupils of School A 
and the similar groups of School B in reading com-
prehension. However, there seemed to be a slight 
trend. in significance l~hj_ch favored the pupils of 
---------~--------
2Helen M. Robinson, Address at the Eighth Annual 
Forum on Vision and Reading sponsored by the Illinois 
Optometric Association at the Pick-Congress Hotel, Chicago, 
November, 1964, 
)Cornelia B. Sloop, F~rrell 
Hilclxed Creekmore, Phonetj_c Keys to 
'l'l1e "H'c o• ("' r''Y nor"po ny_l_crs·~-;:;-,---··-·~· ~ J.J ..r.._l>.)i~+ v 1.1 c.-•... ' ·-,/ {..- J. 
E. Garrison, and 
Reading (Atlanta: 
-·-----
4william s. Gray, A. Sterl Artley, and May Hill 
Arbuthnot, The Ne1'J fu.sin Readers, Curriculum Foundation 
Se;!-1~.~- ( Chicae;o:-s-cott ,----F-or·e·s-man ·-and Compc:~ny, 1951}. 
School B. 
4. There was no significant difference between the 
third and fourth grade pupils of School A and the 
similar groups of School B in reading vocabulary. 
5. At the end. of fourth grad.e the pupils of School B 
appeared to be super~or to the pupils of School A 
in reading accuracy • ..J 
10 
It is to be noted. that the fourth grad.e pupils pre-
v iously taught by the Phonetic Keys to Heading vJere one 
year removed. from that method. in fourth grad.e. 6 Evidently, 
the highly phonetic method. d.id. not carry over to higher 
level reading. 
After the four .. year study, Sparks and. Fay con-
clud.ed that Phonetic Keys to Reading materials gave no 
significant advantage over basal read.er materials. 
David. E. Bear 
In contrast and following closely upon the study 
of Sparks was the long-range study of Bear. His initial 
experiment, "Phonics for First Grade: A Comparison of 'l'wo 
Nethod.s, 11 examined. the effectiveness of Li P.2.l!lc<2_"tt' ~ syn-
thetic methocl7 versus the base.l analytic method. of teaching 
phonics outlined. in the basal series published. by Rs:w, 
----------
5paul E. Sparks, ".An Evaluation of 'l'No J.iethods of 
Teaching Reading, 11 (unpublished. d.octoraJ. d.issertation, 
Indiana University, 1956L pp. 60-61. 
6Paul E. Sparks and Leo c. Fay, 111m E.'valuation 
of T'vw Hethods of Teaching Reading, 11 El~q£Q:tar;L__Sch?_ol 
Jou~:l_lal, LVII (April, 19 5'1), p. 389. 
7Julie Eay a:ncl Charles E. Hinso, Heao:'tng \lith 
.fhoni~ (Chicago: .J. B. Lippincott Company;·-g5_51f)"";--
11 
0 8 
Peterson and. CoJ.!U.?_an2. Fourteen classes of first grad.e 
child.ren mad.e up the population. Seven classes \'Jere 
taught phonics by a synthetic method. and. mad.e up the 
experimental group, vJhile the other seven served. as the 
control group and. I"Jere taught by an analytic or I'Jhole-
word. phonics method .• · In both the expel~imente.l and the 
control groups, the basal read.ing program was carrled on 
11ith one important d.istinction, and. that 1·Jas the method 
in which phonlcs Has presented.. Statistical treatment, 
using the t-test, gave evidence that the tvro groups were 
similar in the six factors stud.ied., i.e. read.i:ng read-
iness, mental age, intelligence quotients, chronological 
age, social status, and. school attendance. The groups 
also received. similar results on tests of visual and hear-
ing acuity; the teachers, too, '\'Jere matched. as to teaching 
experience, ed.ucation, age, and merit ratinss. Each class 
d.evoted. 150 minutes a day to reading instruction and. re-
ceived their phonics training within that time. It is also 
to be noted that each of the fourteen classrooms was di-
v id.ed into three read.ing groups for instruction in the 
basal read.er. 
The .Janue.ry testing program shm1ed. that the t"t-;o 
methods were equally effectlve during the first half of 
------·----· -----··-------
8nabcl 0'-Doru'lell, ~.1he Allee and Jerry Basj_c 
Read.lnrr, Froe;ram, (E:vanston7-fi1Tno-fs--; ... Ro-.;·.J, Peter~son and. 
compan~~-1§1-(Ef):" 
the school year, but the more comprehensive testing 
program in May provided evidence that after two semes-
ters of instruction, the synthetic phonics metlrod. pro-
duced significantly higher reading achievement than the 
analytic phonics method. This first year-end. compar-
ison v-1as mad.e on the performance of each group as a 
whole. The pupils were then divided into three groups 
according to intelligence. As shovm from statistical 
data listed, pupils whose intellj.gence quotients were 
below 101 achieved higher results with the synthetic 
method than vJith the analytic method; the results for 
the 101 to 120 group were even more significant than 
the first group mentioned., and this again in favor 
of the synthetic method.. Ev id.ence incUcated. little dif-
ference in perfonnance for the third intelligence level, 
pupils "'Jhose quotients vJere above 120. Both the ex-
porimental and. control groups realized gains well above 
national norms; the experimental group, however, aver-· 
aged about two months higher than did the control group 
on grade score norms. In conclusion, the findings of 
this investigation vJere favorable to the synthetic 
method. of teaching phonics and shm,J that a strong phon-
ics program can be used to ad.vantage 1'/ i th a basal read-
ing program in developing l'eadJng skills. 9 
------------------
9fu.vid E. Bear, "Phonics for First Grad.e: A Com-
parison of 'l'VJO Nethods," Elementary School Journal, LIX 
(April~ 1959), pp. J9Ll·-4o2:-------·---
12 
13 
Bear's follm·J- up study includ.ed. 95 of the original 
experimental group and. 90 of the original control group. 
These groups were found at the end of the sixth grad.e to be 
similar in performance on the California 'I'E~s.:t of Hental 
Nat uri ty and. on the vJarner Index of S~atus Characteristic?_• 
The ti'JO groups i'rere then tested. upon the Gates ReacU.ng Sur-
vey_ and upon tvw tests of spelling, one representing a 20 
word. random sample from spelling lists used. in grad.es 6-9, 
and. the other a twenty nonsense-"l'wrd list containing phon-
etic syllables. Harris summarizes the results as follo-vm: 
All dJ.fferences in the means on the Gates Survey 
were favorabl.e to the experimental group, but only the 
difference on the vocabulary test was significant at 
the • 05 level. Pupils in the experimental group scored. 
much higher on the tests in spelling than d.id the con-
trol group, the difference being significant at the .01 
level. Hhen the pel'formance of the groups was analyzed. 
according to levels of intelligence, it vras fouYJd. that 
the means on all tests favored. the experimental group 
but not significantly so among the lov:er fourth in in~ 
telligence; and that among the mid.dle half in intelli·· 
gence, the means on all three tests were favorable to 
the experimental group at the .01 level of significance; 
and. that amorJ.g the upper one-~ fourth ln intelli.gence, 
the means slightly favored the control group. In vie-v~ 
of these results, the author recommended. that perhaps 
more attention should. be given to the role of pupil 
intelligence in differentiating phonics instruction. 
He also recorru:nencled. that authors of basal rea.d.ers 
should. take a more realistic position on the issue of 
phonics. Recent research has indicated that synthetic 
phonic::: :t.s highly beneficial for the avere.ge and. below 
average pl~pils 1-Jhen this instruction is ps.rt of a com-
pre:'l.ens i v e, lWll-balanced read.ing program..lO 
l0Theodore L. Harrls, 11 Summary of Investigations 
Relating to Heading, July 1, 1963 to June JO, 1961+, 11 
Journ£-JJ. of Ed.ucational Resea:cch, LVIII (F'ebruary, 1965), 
---~··--·-----"-------·----·-·---------p. 2o5. 
14 
J. C, Daniels and Hunter Diack 
Daniels and Diacl;: are authors of a reading program 
which offers a heavy and_ early emphasis on phonics. Gray 
gives an accOlmt of a comparative study carried. on by these 
authors in England. 1'l i th tvl o groups of backi,Jard child.ren. 
One group vJas taught by the Daniels and Diack 11 phonic-vJOrd 
11 
method., 11 and the other by mixed. method.s, both methods pro-
posing rec:td.ing for meaning rather than teaching the sound.s 
of letters in isolation. Six other approaches to reading 
made up the mixed. methods. Gray says: 
The d.istinctive characteristic of the r phonlc-'twrd 
method,' is that the letters are taught largely 
throue;h the visual discrimination of VJOrds pres en ted 
as wholes. On the basis of test scores the investi-
gators affirmed .that the 1 phonic-word_ method vJas dis-
tinctly superior to the 'mixed methods 1 .12 
The study of Daniels and Diack has been criticized 
by Russell because it dealt only "I'Jith 11Jord recognition as a 
criterion test in oral reading. The study also lacked con-
trols on IQ 1 s, and among other things, the statistica.l·anal-
ysis \~Jas incomplete and open to criticism. 1 .3 HovJever, 
Della-Piana contends that there is definitely a positive 
11 J. C. ])aniels al1d Hunter Diack, Progress in Read-
lng_ (Nottj_ngham, England: Universlty of Nottingnam-, -193-cr:-
12Hilliam S. Gray, 11 Sumrnary of Reading Investigations 
July 1, 1956 to June .30, 1957_, 11 ,Tournal of Education§JJ:: ..... ~£­
search, LI (Febru8,:cy, 1958), p. 4JA. 
1
.3D. H. Russell, uprogress in Reading: A Special 
Review, 11 Element8.r·y E~_gli?J.~, XXXIV (April, 1957), pp. 24,2-1{·4. 
1.5 
contribution shown by Diack's stress on the notion·that 
the '~iTay child.ren attack vlords depend.s on the method of 
teaching and he illustrates this by his pertinent state-
ment: "For a group of six-and-a-half-year-olcls to mistake 
ocvglomc for aeroplane (because of learning methods 
stressing configuration) implies a high d.egree of training 
in letter blind.ness. ul4 Della.-Piana also observes that 
Diack' s d.escription of the actual reading behavior of his 
few experimental subjects points to the value of looking at 
casualties of methods in use so as to correct instructional 
practices.l.5 
Richard. H. Bloomer 
Bloomer's investigation represents an experimental 
test of Gates 1 position that the age at which most child.ren 
are ready to read. by a phonic method may be a function of 
the teaching method_.l6 
Bloomer compared the read.ing progress of two first 
grad.e classes: one class--the experimental group--using a 
---------------------------------------------------------
14Gabriel Della-Piana, 11 Teaching Beginning Read.ing 
in Other Countries, 11 Elerp.e,.g_t.~ry. E:ns;l~f?..h, XLI (Narch, 1964), 
p. 251. 
1.5Jbid .• , p. 2.52. 
l6Richard. H. Bloomer, 11..t\.n Investigation of an 
Experimental First Grade Phonj_cs Program, 11 Journal of 
~g.}:l-cational Research, LIII (January, l960),P.-188. 
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modified form of the Bloomfielq, phonics method; 17 and the 
other--the control group---a basal reading program. The 
groups had similar scores on the Gates Read.in~ Readiness 
Test, but there ~las a significant difference in achievement 
after 2l.J· weelm of instruction in favor of the experimental 
group on the ·Nord. recognition and sentence read.ing test o 
There ~ras no significant difference in paragraph meaning •18 
Final year-end. testing results also indicated that 
significant differences "t'rere found in the sub-test scores. 
Word Recognition and sentence readJ.ng sub-tests supported. 
the phonic group, but mean differences for paragraph mean-
ing IAJere not significant. 
futa from the investigatlon shmr that the skills 
of the children in the experimental group tended to be more 
uniform and. the author concluded that this may have been a 
function of method., for the teacher taught these children 
as a single group and. made sure each child mastered a par-
ticular letter before going on to the next letter. Never-
theless, the students tended to group themselves at the end 
of the experimental sessions so that at the end of the year 
there \'Jere four res.ding groups in the experimental classes. 
This range, though smaller than found. in the control 
1 7L . d Bl . f. l l "L" 0' • t. d R d" II eonar . oo,.1 J.. e ... c .. , J.n0 UJ..S J..cs an . ea J..ng, 
Elementary English Review, XIX (April-hay, 1942), pp. 12.5-
30, 183-gb. ---
18Helen H. Robinson, "Sum.mary of Investigation· 
Relating to Reacting July 1, 159 - June JO, 1 60, 11 Journal 
' of Educational Research, LIV (February, 1961), p. 213. 
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classes, did not hamper the faster students for the final 
testing results shovJ that the experimental group had. a 
smaller number of child.ren than the control group reacling 
at the first grade level in all sub-sections of the test 
and. for the total. In ad.di tlon, a larger nuJnber of the 
experimental class vrere read.ing above third. grad.e level 
in each section.l9 
Bloomer concluded. that his investigation substan-
tiates Gates' position: 
Readiness for P1honics at the age at which child.ren 
d.erive benefit from phonics training is a function 
of method.. A systematic reo:rganization of formal 
phonics training., given p:rior to usual read.ing 
teaching techn5.8ues, then appears to procLuce sup~ 
erior results.2 
Halter A. Hollam 
In 1960 \vollam completed. a study of the t1<Jo rea.d.ing 
methods used in the primary grades of the Allia.nce Public 
Schools, Alliance, Ohio. The problem of the investigation 
was to deternine the relative effectiveness of the tradi-
The effect 1·1as to be neasured. at tho end of tho fourth 
grade. 
The subjects for G:r:oup A had. beei1 tav.ght by the 
trad.itione.l method through the I.trirnary grad.es. Those for 
19Bloomer, .9l?..!......£i t .• , pp. 189-193. 
20 roiC!:., p. 193. 
2lsloop, Go.r:rison, G:ceekr:lor·es Q12.~_cit. 
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Group B had. used the Phonetic Keys through the primary 
grades. The Californ~-~ S~C?l't __ Form Test of_jtental I·l~~l:l£1-..tl 
was used. to obtain intelligence quotients. The ~sn_o~ 
Read.ing_~_t.~ Survey Section, LoNer. Level with the four 
areas of word recognition, comprehension, vocabulary, and 
rate of read.ing \'Jere the read.ing tests in the design. The 
pretest for readlng i'las e;iv en in Ho.y 1959, and. the final 
test in Hay 1960. Only those pupils who had. been in the 
Alliance schools for their entire primary l'Jork, and. who had. 
complete d.ata for all tests Here accepted for statistical 
compar·isons. Group A had . .306 subjects, Group B, .301. The 
socio-economic factor, attendance of pupils, and. teacher 
variable were also considered to be controlled. The dif-
ference in the mean intelligence scores of the two groups 
was less then t'>·JO I .Q. points, Group A having the advantage. 
Hean scores aud. ratios of significance for intel-
ligence, reading achievement and. spell~Lng v1ere computed.. 
The 5 per cent level of confidence was established for de-
termining significance of the differenceo 
The find.lngs shol·Jed. that vlhen the t1w groups vJere 
compared., pupils of Grov.p B l;Je:ce superior in read.ing vocab-
ulary and. spelling and this vJas significant at the 5 per 
cent level. 
rata shovJed. that pupils in both hlgh i.ntelligence 
groups (I.Q. 8.bove 119) appeared to have no significant 
differences on any of the achievement test scores. All the 
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mean differences on the achievement tests in the middle 
intelligence range (I.Q.. 90-120) favored Group Band the 
spelling d.ifference vras highly slgnificant. In comparing 
the low intelligence groups (I.Q. belo~ 90) there appeared 
to be a significant difference favoring Group B in all 
achievement test s~ores for word. recosnition skills, com-
prehension, vocabulary and. spelling. 
Another comps.rison posed. by the d.esign vJas by sex. 
The d.ata revealed. that bet·ueen the girls in the two groups 
there appeared. a signif:icant dJ.fference in vocabulary and. 
spelling favoring the girls of Group· B. }'or the boys, the 
achievement score in spellin,s VJas significantly favorable 
to Group B. 
For the rate of read.ing measurement, forty pupils 
in Group A and forty-tHo in Group B were compared. It 
appeared. that Group B v-ias the faste1· read.ing group; the 
mean d.iffer·ence of more thci..-"1 twenty-three vJOrd.s per minute 
1•las highly significant. The author of this investigation 
conclud.ed.: 
There appears to be a significant d.ifference be-
t-1-Jeen the reacling ability of pupils taught throv.gh 
the primary gr-ad.es by .r:1ee .... ns of the Phonetic Keys to 
Heading method. and. pup:LLc:; ts.ught through the pr·imar-y 
gracles by means of the tr·ad.i tiona.l method. vlhen the 
com.par·ison Vias mad.e at the eD.d. of fourth grade. 
The pupils 11ith intelligence quotients belovJ nine-
ty seemed. to benefit the most from the Phonetic Keys 
to Heading program. 
In the many comparisons made between the two groups 
eve:r_oy mean test score d.iffer-enee that 1JaE: significant 
favored. the pupils ts:ue;ht by the Phonetic Keys to 
20 
Reading method.22 
Elmer F. Horgan J'r. and. Horton Light 
Continuing the comparative research chronolog--
ically, the next major study noted was that of I•Iorgan and. 
Light. These writers made a study of third.-grad.e read.ing 
results '\'Jhich includ.ed. four independent populations, t·wo 
of which had used. Phone_.!;ic Keys to Reading materials for 
three consecutive years, and the other t1·10 the Sc2_tt 
Foresman Ba.s ic _Reading pro_6r8:E! for the same period. of time. 
Because of the conflicting conclusions of Henderson, ~--Jho 
found. signiflcant differences in favor of the phonetic ap-
preach on all reacling variables of three stand.ard.ized read.-
ing tests, and Sparks and. Fay vlho found. that early super-
iority in first and second. grade was no longer evid.ent in 
third and fourth gracle, Norgan and. Light und.ertook the pre~ 
sent research to determine v1hich program l!Jonld. produce sig-
nifi.cant r·e6ults by the end. of third. gl'ad.e,2.3 
One gr·oup from each program was evaluated. on the 
vJere tested. on the Californ:i.a Achievement Tests. Harris 
reports on this study in his Su.rnmary of Investigations Re-
22Halter A. ~-Jollam, 11A Coo.parison of 'l'lw Hethod.s 
of Teachlng B.ead.ing, 11 (unp1).b1ished. Ph. D. d.issertatlon, 
Hestern. H.e.serve University, 1961'), Abst:cant, pp. 1-6, 
2.3Elmer i. Morgan and Morton Light, 1 ~L Statistical 
Evaluation of TNo Programs of Heading Inst:r·uction, 11 Journal 
'of Ed.u_c;:i:ttional Research, LVII (October, 1963), P.P· 99-101. 
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lating to Reading. In the first evaluation V.Jhich used. re-
sul ts from the gates Hca.9J..n,~_1'est, the difference was in 
favor of the basal readJ.ng group at the • 05 level in com-
prehension and reading vocabulary, but no significant d.if-
ference lJS~s ev icle;:1ced. for total readi:og average. The 
second. evalu8.tioa "i'lhere Cal:ifornia Aehievement Test results 
--'"·~ --·-~ 
were used. shm<Jed a significant difference at the .001 level 
in reading vocabulary for the basal group while there was 
no significant difference between the two groups in reading 
comprehension. However, comparison of the total reading 
averages of this second. eva.l uat ion group p:toduced s igni-
ficant difference in favor of the basal reading program at 
the • 01 level. 2 lf- 'rhe results of this second. evaluation 
have bee:o. questioned because the groups we:ce not statisti-
cally matched for IQ 1 s. 25 Weintraub defends the authors 
by stating that they estimated. a simD.ar1ty in learning 
ability since there appeared to be no significant differ-
ence for arithmetic, spellinG or langua.se. 26 
Morgan ahd Light concluded that the results of this 
24TheodOJ:'e L. Harrls, 11 SUL'!.fila:.cy of Investigations 
Relating to HeadJ.ng - July 1, 1963 to June 30) 196L1--, 11 
Journal of Educat:ion8.l Rese;:n1 ch ~ LVIII (February, 1965), 
--z- --··-·-··-··--·-p. 2o5. 
25Louise Gurren and. Ann Hughes, 11 Intensive Phonics 
v s. Gradual Phoni.cs in Beginning Heading: A Rev ievJ, 11 
Journal of Educa~];.ona~--B~~.€~:-r:..ch_, LVIII (Ap1.·il, 196.5), p. 345. 
26samuel Heintraub, 11A Critique of· a B.evievJ of 
Phonics Stud.ies, 11 ElemelTCP.r.v School ,Journal, LXVII (October, 1966), pp. 34--l-tO. ------------·-··---------
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study v1hen taken with the results of Sparks and. Pay d.o not 
support Hend.erson' s find.ings that the phonics program will 
produce supel"ior read.ers by the end of third. grud.e. They 
add: 
It should be carefully noted, however, that the read-
ing achievement means of all four schools, i:crespec-
tive of the fo:cmal reacting program used. vJere me.rkedly 
and significantly above national no:r:·ns. It 1·lOUJ.d. be 
hard. to conclu.d.e that use of the Phonetic Keys to 
Read.ing 11aterials 111as in any way seriously d.amaging. 27 
John A. EcCollum. 
Chall in her ar!cicle, 11 Innovations ln Beginning 
Read.ins" d.escri bes the Carel en Hethod by Hae Card. en as a 
total read.ing program that has a heavy and. early emphe.sis 
on pho:~1ics, exclud.es use of pictures in the read.ers, and. 
c1ainm to be a total language program teaching comprehen-· 
s ion and. li te:r:-a:r:·y appreciation as VJell e.s phonics o 28 
CardE::E:_Hetho~?9 mater·ials e.re publh}hed. privately by 
author. 
tl1e 
To evaluate this system of read.ing as used. in some 
thirty-one school d.istricts in Nev1 Jersey and. New York, 
HcCollum structul'ed survey and. exper·imental progra.ms d.urii:.s 
the school years 1960 through 1962. 
---·----------.. ---· 
27Horgan and. Light, o:e_._£i t., p. 100. 
2 9l:ae C9..rd E:n, :.£l2~.S3rsL~!!.,Beac~LiD~L1i~~hs:.s:l (Ne'ltJ York: 
Carden School Publications, 1947;. 
2.3 
11vo separate experimental studies 1'Jere made. The 
first in 1960-61 made a comparison of the readJ.ng results 
of thl'ee classes utilizing the Card.en reading program as 
matched. ll'ith three classes utilizing a basal reading series. 
One of the three classes ~<las a first-grad.e group of high 
socio-economic level subjects for 1'Jhich statistical d.ata 
indicated no significant differences between the control 
(basal) and experimental (Carden) groups. The next was 
also a first-grade class but these subjects were of an 
average socio-economic level. 'l'heir test results vJere in-
valid.ated. by an unpredicted variable in a significantly 
higher intelligence level for the control group and. the un-
avoidable five 1•mek 1 s absence of a teacher for the experi-
mental group. The third class vJas mad.e up of third grad.ers. 
Here again, statistical analysis inclicated no significant. 
difference between the two groups. 
In 1961-62 a comparison was mad.e betl·Jeen tvro fi.r·st-
grade classes taught by currently-used. basal reading pro-
grams and. tvJo equal groups taught by the Cal'd.en system. 
All the pupils concerned. vrere administered. the Stroud -
Bieronymus Level On~·im.ar;z Reacling Profil_El and. the Ce~lif-
ornia Test of Hen tal Hatu:ci tv. The matched. sample tech-..;;;.;;;,=.;;.;._=---~,-·- --···-~--··~<-
nique of statistical comparison was utilized.. Findings 
shm·Jed. in this second. experiment that pupils taught by 
basal materials aehieved at a si.gnificantJ.y. higher level in 
auditory perception, i'lOrd. attack skills, compl'ehension, and 
total readj.ng achievement. 
HcCollum concluded from the surveys and experj __ 
mental data that the majority of children do not achieve 
at a higher level of competency through the use of the 
Carden reading program.3° 
Louise Gur1·en and Ann Eue;hes 
DraHing frorri published and unpublished. research, 
Gurren and Hughes have exa~ined extensively research in 
beginning reading relative to its status with phonics. 
Their review presents twenty-two comparisons between in-
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tensive-phonic groups and gradual-phonic groups. They re-
strict themselves to comparisons meeting certain rigorous 
statistical criteria and give reasons for excluding spec-
ific less-vigorous studies. The findings of the various 
investigators are tabulated in terras of signific0,.nt dif-
ferences instead of quoting their conclusions. 
On the bcwis of this tabulation, 19 comparisons 
favored intensive phonics, three favored neither 
method, and none favol"cd graduo-1 phonics. 'l'he re- • 
viewers conclude that early and intensive phonics 
instruction tends to prod_uce superior reading 
achievenent. They reco~o.end that vo~·Jel sounds as 
well as consonant sounds be taught intensively from 
the start of reading instruction.Jl 
E. S. Tensuan and F. B. Davis 
Tensuan and Davis report a tvJO--year study carried 
out in the Philippines to determine the relative effective-
-------
3°John A. llcCollum, nJm J~'Valuation of the Car·den 
lieadinc: Pro[';ram,11 ~::le_I:~nt§:_ry __ ~E-::!:lish, XLI (October, 1964), 
pp. 600-612. 
31Gurren and Hughes, '"'P _......, - . c i_~. , LV I I I , p p • 3 J 9-J i4. 7 . 
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ness of teaching beginninr; reading usinc; the cartilla method. 
(phonic approach) versus the combination method (multiple 
approaches). Although data from this large, well-controlled 
experiment shov1ecl that the difference resulting frcm te2cch-
ing child.ren to read. I'hilipino by the cor.abination or the 
cartilla method was.not statistically significant, the 
small difference favoring the combination method. has irnpor-
tant implications. The authors point out that if the com-
bination method yields better results in teaching Phili-
pino, which is a language ideally suited to the phonetic 
technique, then it is not likely that the phonic approach 
VJ ould. be successfv.l in a less phonetic language such as 
English. In the Philippines children are taught English 
as a second language in grades one and tvw. Beginning '~il i th 
grade three, English becomes the language of the classroom. 
The cri teJ.'ia by vlhich performance in reading v1as 
judged ''Jere tests of paragraph comprehension in silent 
.readinc; and tests of subject matter achievenent. The au-
thors say that if the ability to pronounce words was the 
criterion, it is quite possible that the combination method 
vJOuld. not have been fotmd superior. Nonetheless, this 
should not be taken to mean that skill in associating 
graphemes and phonemes is of little consequence in the 
teaching of beginning read.ing.32 
32,, c• 'I'enSU"l1 aY'!rl T,l B' Davl.· C' I!Tcvcholog··v of LJ • 0 • _ f ~a... __ .......... ,t, J. • • ... u 1 .l u v -· v 
Beginnins Reading: 1\n Experiment '.H th ·I\·J o Eethod.s, 11 Bri tl:sh 
Journal of Educations.l Psychology, XXXV ( Jtme, 1965), pp. 1i7 -·139. ------~-·----- .. ---··-·-
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Emery P. Bliesmer and. Betty H. Yarborough 
A well-organized and extensive experiment was re-
cently made in Virginia to investigate the relative effec-
tiveness of ten approaches to teaching reading in the first 
grade. Even though the ten approaches studied differed. in 
numerous ways such as in teaching materials, instructional 
techniques, order in "lhich 1,wrd or sound. elements were in-
troduced., there were two basic theories represented: 1) Five 
programs were based on the tenet that the child. should be 
taught whole vJOrds and then be taught through analyt~LC tech-
niques; 2) Five approaches were based on the tenet that the 
child should be taught letter-sound relationshi.p or i\'ord 
elements before beginn.ing to read and th3r~ be instructed to 
form these elements into vJhole words. 
The pupils involved in this study vJere from twenty 
classrooms and numbered 248 for the analytic group and 236 
for the synthetic group. Their socio-economic levels were 
comparable and the teacher factor vlas also consid.el'ed to be 
controlled. All the experimental subjects were given the 
Netro:p_EJ_L~ap R~§::..cl?:~:E::.§~-~~'r~Fi?..• Form S, in September; the 
Califon1ia S_hort·--Form_Test _ _Ef Hental Ha~.:.:.:citz (1957 Editj_on) 
Primary, in October; and the _?tE.::nford'-.£1:..chieve_r;~ent _':!;'est, 
Primary I, Fol"m VI, at the end. of Nay. 
Of the ten re.s.dj_ng programs studJ.ed, eight VJere novJ 
or revised programs of well-knm-m authors and. publishel"s and 
the remaining two \<lere individualized programs. Bliesme:c 
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and. Yarborough describe more in cletail the basal readers 
and other materials used.. Each program we.s judged relative 
to its effectiveness, and comparisons were made on the mean 
scores of the St_p.nford. _Achievement Test v.Jhich includ.es five 
read.ing subtests o 
Hhon the means of the synthetic program gr·oups vJere 
coopared with those of the analytic program grouys, the 
wei.ght of significant d.ifferences among the means (ninety-
ti'ro out of 125 or 74 per cent) I'Jas found in favor of the 
synthetic group. Data also revealed that compl,ehcnsion 
skills ~~ere ad.eq_uately d.eveloped.. This i'Jas evid.enced by 
the one instance out of t-vJenty-fi v e in i'lhich mean Paragraph 
Read.ing favo~cecl an analytic program and. that insignifi~ 
cantly, vJhile ti'Jenty comparisons revealed. significant d.if-
ferences in favor of the synthetic program.. The authors 
conclud.e: 
It 1·wuld. appear, therefore, that beginning rec..,d.ing 
programs which give attention to sound symbol relation-
ships Pl"ior to the teaching of i'lord.s, • • • tend. to be 
more pr·od.uctive in terms of specific reacling achieve~ 
ment in grade one (as measured by criteria test) than 
d.o the analytic readJ11g proc;rams I'Jhich j_nvolve the more 
conventional approach d.irectly from readiness procedures 
(using pictures) to the readtng of \'Jhole 1'-lords before 
etthm:- the letter names or the sounds the letters rep-
resent are taugi1t. 33 
In studying the method.s involved. in this experiment 
it is noted. that among corresponcling means of the first 
3.3Emery P. BlieSL1e:r and. Betty H. Ye.rborough, 11A 
Co:npo.rison of rren Different Boginnlng Proe;ram.s in First 
G:cad.e,-:r Ph .. :LR_~-~-~a ~J2l?8;1~' ~(LVI (Jlme, 1965), pp. 500-504. 
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three synthetic programs only one of the fifteen differ-
ences is significant even though particular sotmd-relation-
ships taught are not introduced. at the same time. The 
authors say: 
This suggests that the ord.er of introd.uction of letter 
sotmd. elements and/or relationships ma.y not be as im-
portant in the puccess of synthetic programs as that 
the number of letter-sound rele,tionships taught be suf-
ficient to ecF.i.p pupils wj_th means for independent de-
coding of vlord.s. 34 
It l.'las also obscJ.~ved. from the study of the d.ata that d.if-
ferences among the criteria measures of the five analytic 
approaches were significant in only six instances out of 
fifty possible cnes. These six all favored. the ind.ivid.-
ualized. or per·sonallzed appr·oach which appeared. to be 
more effective than the other four analytic programs in 
developing cor1prehension skills. Bliesmer and. Yarborough 
state, 11 It -vwuld. f> eem, therefore, that met.hod.ology, rather 
than speciflc pr.:;grams 01~ materi.als used., is the more d.c-
cislve factor in the overall effectj_veness of read.ing ·in-
struction in grade one,n35 
Habel Hud.is ill 




dominating the approach to reading (a phonic method and a 
sight-context-reading method) are inad.equate when used in-
d.epend.ently. Her experiment was made to study the effec-
tiveness of a combination of the tvw methocls with nevJ IL.at-
erials versus the usual basal reading method.s. 
Ihta were procured. fx·om tests administered. to 74 
beginners from one school d.istrict and. 2.31 beginners from 
another. Their achievement ·Nas meas·ured. by the Gate~.r._r:'!::_­
mar_y Read.i~;~~..rests, the Netrsu.:>oli_tan Achi~~-t Test, and. 
the Stal)j'ord . ..A~.b.ievem~D~- Test:.. and then compared with the 
read.ing and spelling scores earned by children on v1hom the 
Gates, the Netropolitan, and. the Stanford. Achievement tests 
were stand.arclized and used as the control group. This was 
d.one on the assumption that the stanclardization groups for 
these tests v-rere taught by the usual basal reading method.s. 
Achievement test scores earned. by different groups were 
compared. in terms of means, stand.ard. deviation:::; and crit-
ical r&tios (t) of difference between the means. The Otis 
Alpha mental ages and IQ 1 s of the 71-1- Durham County children 
(Group A) ind.icate that they VJere of a high avera0e mental 
ability, while the Califo:cnia and. Otis Alpha mental ages 
and. IQ' s ind.icate that the 2.31 Orange Cou..11ty (Group 13) were 
of average intelligence. 
'l'he read.ing and spelling achj.evcment of the pupils 
taught by the ne'illy-developed. comblnation phonic and. sight-
context-reading approach shm·Jed. that after 8 months, Group 
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A was found to be significantly superior in reading and 
spelling to children taur;ht 16 months by the usual methods. 
After 7 months, Group B pupils performed as well as children 
who had lJ months of the usual teaching in reading and 
spelling. Findings also indicate that after only 7 months 
in school, at least half of the Orange County children with 
mental ages as J.ovl as 4 years 6 months were reading at sec-
ond. grade level and. above. All children v.rith mental ages 
as high as 6 years 6 months 1.'1ere reading at the norm for 
thej_r grade {grade 1. 7) to fourth-grade level. All chil-
dren vJ i th mental ages as high as 7 years read. from second. 
to fourth-grade level. These latter findings suppor·t 
Gates' position that the mental age for reading success 
varies with the materials in use, teachers' effectiveness 
and. other factors. In conclusion, the autho~c says: 
It has been demonstrated that the reading and 
spelling achievements of first-grade children can be 
vastly increased. by a combined phonic and. sight-con-
text-reading approach based on materials and. activ-
ities 1'lhich cEruse the beginner to attend 1.-Jhole-heart-
edly and efflciently to the essentials: (1) recog-
nil(.inc; printed v·Jorgs, and (2) thinking the meaning 
of printed 1i!ords. J 
Donald L. Cleland. and Harry B. Hiller 
E.'ven though the eC'.lectic approach to reading has 
been favored by most reading specialists, there is still 
J 6r-·Iabel Rudisill, 11Sight, Sound, and ~·leaning in 
Learning to Read, 11 Elef£~.§!l. Eng.l:_isiJ., XLI (October, 1964), 
pp. 622-JO •. 
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some question concerning how ma.ny phonetic elements should 
be introduced and in vJhat order. Cleland. and. Hiller examine 
the use of an eclectic approach to beginning reading v.Jith 
both the control and experimental groups but they add the 
Phonetic Keys to Readin~ to the teaching of the experi-
mental classes. The_ Scott Fo:re~~~~j_c Reading S~ies 
was the eclectic approach used for both groups. 
The population \·~as made up of seventeen classrooms 
of first-graders in two neighboring cities of south~>·wstern 
Pennsylvania where socio-economic status was comparable. 
Mean intelligence-test scores were 106.98 for the control 
group and 105.99 for the experiments.]. group vJ i th standard 
deviations for the t1-Jo groups, 11.55 and. 11.73 respectively. 
At the end. of the first grade, read.ing and. spelling 
scores for the groups and subgroups were compared. Cleland 
and. llliller report that there were no signifj_cant differences 
between the groups in their findings. They state: "Neither 
method of teachj_ng beginning read.ing produced results which 
could lead us to conclud.e that it vJas superior. rr37 
Louise Gurren and. Ann Hughes 
In a commonte.ry on the above mentioned st·udy of 
Cleland and. Hille:r·, Gurren and Hughes present evid.ence 
37 Donald L. Clelanc:l and Harry B. Hiller, 11 Instruc-
tion in Phonics and. Success in Beginning Readlng, 11 Elemen-
tarY. School Jourl.!§ll., LXV (February, 1965) pp. 278-281-:·-~-
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which they claim lndicates that the statistical analysis of 
the aforesaid study were inappropriate and that the con-
clusions, therefore, were not soU11.dly based. Gurren and 
Hughes reanalyzed the raw scores given in Miller's disser-
tation. Cleland and Miller's research study was based on 
this dissertation. The re-evaluation of the data indicates 
that the group taught by the Phonetic Key_~_!.2_:geadir!_g_ was 
superior in all tests of reading and spelling. 
The writers of this commentary note that in early 
February, 1962, the K~ann-:\~qerson _,I~telli_Q~nc~ .. ~-e~st~, 
1952 edition, Form A, were administered to the 224 children 
of the experimental population. In late February the 
Metrop?lite,n Achi~ye!~~~!~_ts, Form A, 1960 edition, 
Primary I Battery,· and the spelling section of Form L of 
the Stanford Achiev~ment Test, 1953 revision, Primary 
Battery, ·were given to the same children. In late !flay, the 
authors of the study administered Form B and Form N respec-
tively of the same tests. Cleland and Hiller had evaluated 
the reading and spelling results of the Hay tests by using 
analysis of covariance. The predictor variable for each 
test vJas the February scor-e on the cor:-cesponding reading 
and spelling scale, and not the intelligence quotient. 
These scores vJere regarded by the authors of the study as 
pretest scores. Gurr-en and. Ev.ghes believe that this treat-
ment is inappropriate bece,use the pretest in reading and 
spelling was not administered until five months after the 
start of the experiment; therefore, it was not a pretest 
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because it did not precede the experiment. They consid.er 
that the use of the February scores as a predictor variable 
is unsound., a::1d. the conclusion that the resulting F values 
reflect the relative effectiveness of the two reading 
methods is misleading. 
Since Mille~'s dissertation included the sums of 
scores and the sums of squa1'ed scores for the four February 
tests and the four Nay tests, the present vJriters ran t-tests 
with these sums and treated the February scores as an in-
stance of the Posttest-Only design and gave similar treatment 
to the Hay scores. The resulting t-values show that in 
seven of the eight comparisons the Phonetic Keys group vJas 
significantly superior. For the eighth comparison, May 
Reading (Comprehension), the difference is significant at 
the .05 level. J.i'urther statistical details may be found in 
the reference article. The commente.ry closes \'Jith this 
statement: 
The present writers believe that the Cleland-Niller con·-
clusions about the results of the experiment in Clairton 
and Charlerai vJere based on inappropriate statistical 
treatment and cannot be accepted. Other statiRtical 
treatment of the data shmls that in this experiment the 
Phonetic Keys method wa,s, in fact, significr:J.ntly sup-· 
er·ior to the Scott-Foresman method in the teaching of 
beginning reading and spelling.38 
·------------------------·-~-
38Louise Gurren and Ann Hughes, 11 The Cleland-l>~iller 
Study on Phonics, 11 Elementary School Journal, LXVI 
(November 1965), pp:--tf7.:91~----- -----
• 
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Robert L. Hillerich 
Hillerich 1 s study vJaB made to investigate this ques-
tion: to ~·Jhat degree does the direct teaching of vowel gen.~ 
eralization contribute to reading achievement? 
The subjects for the study included. all first grad.e 
pupils in t1·Jo school districts. The two systems are neigh-
boring districts comparable in socio-economic level, class 
size, intelligence of pupils, and. per pupil expenditure. 
School D:i.strict A uses both Scott-Fo1·esman reading progr·am 
and. the Economy _Pre§.§__PrQ_gra~ (Phonetic Keys to Reading 
method.) which teaches vm~el generalizations in first grade. 
School District B uses only the Houghton Mifflin program39 
and. does not teach vowel generalization in grade one. 
In June, 1965, tNo tests were gi.ven to all pupils 
in the study. The fLrst vms a thirty-item oral vm·Jel test 
of nonsense syllables administered. by the investigator him-
self to avoid. variations in pronunciation. The second test 
vH3 .. s Level I of Primar_L_E,(}_adin~_l'-~_ofiles. A reading form. of 
the vm~el test rlas given individually to 59 pnpils in three 
different classrooQS prior to the group testing to check 
the validity of the group administration. The individual 
tests yielded. lower scores indicating that reading was more 
d.ifficult than just recognizing a spoken syllable in print. 
That the t1·1o vovJel tests measured. relatively the same skill 
(Boston: 
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was evidenced by a Pearson correlation of .6]. 
Findings indicate that children of District A who 
were tauc;ht vovJel generalizations scored significantly 
higher on the vovrel test vlhen compared to children vli th no 
direct teaching of VOi'lel generalizations. District B pupils 
scored significantl~ higher .in reading achievement at the 
end of grad.e one. This difference in achievement occurred 
entirely in subtest five, read.ing comprehension. There 
were no significant differences between the group means on 
the other subtests. 
It is to be noted. that Hillerich made these per-
tinent observations: Children with no direct teaching of 
vov~el generallzations, the District B group, ,,Jere able to 
recognize a little better than fifty percent of the non-
sense syllables. This skill l'JaS developed. merely through 
experience in reading. Another observation was the rela-
tive difficulty of test items found. to be inherent in the 
elements themselves regard.less of teaching. Hillerj.ch also 
goes on to say that a question might be raised. about the 
effects of a synthetic program on meaning, since the dif-
ference in reading skill was reflected in the subtest of 
comprehension.4° 
U. S. Office of Education First Grad.e Reading Studies 
The United States Office of Education sponsored a 
--------
40nobert. L. Hillerich, "Vm·lel Generalizations and 
First Grade Reading Achievement, 11 ElemeJ:]:t~l._i3cl}_oo_LJour~al., 
LXVII (February, 1967), pp. 2LI.6-250. 
unique program of research during the school year 1964-65. 
This research included twenty-seven first grade read.ing 
studies coordinated. in one center. The studies themselves 
were made in different localities across the country and 
represent a good geographical distribution. No one study 
was a duplicate of a:nother, for each concerned itself vv·ith 
different problems. All stud.ies used some of the same pre-
tests and posttests, record.ed comparable data on 20,000 stu-
d.ents and their teachers, and ran approximately ll+O school 
days. The studies, however, cannot be compared. on the basis 
of highest prod.uctivi ty because of the uncontrolled. vari-
ables: teacher, time allotment for reading, and statis-
tical procedures; Neither can method.s be compared "''Jith one 
another because the methods were not sharply and clearly 
different. All methods used. phonics, the alphabet, and. 
writing experiences. In almost every instance the experi-
mental groups made significantly greater gatns than the con-
trol groups. Stauffer believes that each study in this 
nation-wide project should be examined. on its ovm premises 
and results, and that the reader should be careful that con-
elusions dravm do not t:reE~pass on the premises and results 
of the original stud.ies.4l 
In summing up the tvJenty-seven U. S. studies 
Stauffer says concisely: 11 1 have become acutely av1are of 
41Russell G. Stauffer, 11 The Verdict: Speculative 
Controversy, I! Read.ln13. Te§~<.?.}:~_er_, XIX (Hay, 1966)!)pp. 563-61+, 
5?5. 
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one tidy generalization--there is no one method of teaching 
reading. rr 42 
Bond. has also made interesting observations on the 
U. s. First Grade Studies. He wishes, hmJever, that they be 
considered. tentative personal reactions. They are as follows: 
1. There is no one method that is so outstand.ing that it 
should be used to the exclusion of the others. 
2. The effectiveness of any one approach appears to 
be increased when it 1s broad.ened by addition of 
other instructional components. For example, a 
basic program's effectiveness is increased when 
writing experiences are added, or a phonetic ap-
proach appears to profit from the addition of 
aud.io and visual instructional aids, etc. 
]. Specific approaches to first-grade reading instruc-
tion appeared. to increase children's achievement in 
certain instructional outcomes but ar·e 1'1eak in other 
outcomes. Another· method may develop d.ifferent pat-
terns of gro~·rth. Thj_s observation gives hope to the 
possibility that l'ie may find combinations of approaches 
that 't'Jill encourage overall balanced. reading grmith. 
4. As vwuid be expected., there was greater variation 
between the teachers v~ i thin the methods than there 
was bet1-1een the methods. This again points up the 
importance of the teacher's role in learning sit-
uations.43 
Four of these u. s. First Grade Studies are being re-
viel>Jed in this present thesis because of their highly phonetic 
programs or methods. 
Helen A. Jviurphy 
This is one of the twenty-seven first grade reading 
studies, Project 2675. Its purpose was to compare the ef-
42 Russell G. Stauffer, 11 Some Tidy Generalizations, 11 
ibiq., XX (October, 1966), p. 4. 
43Guy L. Bond, "First Grade Reading Studies: An 
40Vervievl, 11 ;§le_..mentaEZ._~ngl:}Eh., XLIII (1.1ay, 1966), pp. 464·-70. 
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fects of a gradual approach to the teaching of phonics as 
outlined in Scot~ Fores@_an basal readers with a program of 
early teaching of letter names and. sounds, beginning phonemes 
in \-Jords, initial blends, final sounds and vm·Jel sounds. 
The problems posed for the study were: 
(1) the relation of perception of word elements to 
sight vocabulary grm>Jth, (2) the effect of early 
teaching of a speech-based. phonics program on read.-
ing achievement, and (3) the value of a v;ri~ang em-
phasis in the speech-based phonics program. 
Each of the differellt reading programs used ten 
first grade classrooms. One group (A) follm·Jed. the gradual 
phonics approach as fou..11d in Scott Foresman readers and 
workbooks. A second. group (B) used systematic Sp~~c:_h-to­
Prin!:_ 45 phonics program with visual ~tJord study. The third 
(C) also follmled the Speech:.~2-~f.in1_ phoni.cs progra.m with 
an emphasis on writing responses. These groups are re-
ferred to as Treatment A, B, and C respectively. All three 
treatment groups follm<Jed programs adjusted to levels and 
progress rateso Provision was mad.e for i.ntensity of prac-
tice by using every-pupil response techniques and paired 
practice in oral reading. 
F'indings shm·red there were no significant differ·· 
cnces bet1,·1een the groups in September on mental age, kno·~<r-
----------·-----·-····---
44Helen A. I·Iurphy, "Growth in Perception of Word 
Elements in Three Types of Beginning Reading Instruc.tion, 11 
Read~ng_ Teacher, XIX (l.Iay, 1966). p. 585. 
45Donald. D. Durrell and Helen A. Nurphy, Speech-to-
Print Phonics (New York: He,rcou.rt 1 Brace and ~·JorlcC, 1965). 
ledge of phonemes, capital or lower-case letters. Group 
B's learning rate was at the 5 per cent level which was 
.39 
higher than the other groups. All three groups made signl-
ficant gains in mean scores at each testing period. In Jan-
uary the mean scores of Board i:Iord.s, Card. Hords, and Total 
Reading favored gJ:•oup c. The difference VJas at the 1 per 
cent level of significance. However, on the fletroit VJor'! 
Recos;niti~~! __ ~est there were no significant differences 
among the mean scores of the three groups~ In April all 
the subtests of the Stanford. Achievement Test shmved. differ-
ences signj_ficant at the 1 per cent level favoring the 
groups that had the Speech-to-Print phonics. Word. Reading 
and Paragraph Neaning scores favored. Treatment B group \·Jhile 
scores for Vocabulcn:y, Spelling, and I...Jord. Study Skills 
favored. Treatment C group. 
The author stresses the fact that the correlations 
of the Hord Perception abilities EH1d achievement in. Je.nuary 
and. April were pos~·d:.ive and fairly high. ThLs 1'ias mani-
fest eel in the Scott, Foresman Vocabulary and the \vord Per-.· 
ception correlations v-;hich ranged. from. .51 for Capital 
Letters to • 70 fol' Som1cls-in··Isolat:lo:n and SoUl'l.d.s--in-Hords" 
The total Heading score ranged from .)8 for Capital Letters 
to .66 for I'honog1•ams. Eight of these last mentioned cor-
relations "~:Jel'e above .52. Furthermore, "The analysis of 
cov~n·i&.nce i·li th mental age controlled., con paring the Hord 
Perception tests in November and. achievement scores in Jan-
uary and April, showed that achievement Has highly :related 
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to these abilities. u4·6 
Murphy's conclusions for this study were: 
1. Grov1th in sic;ht vocabulary in beginning reading 
is related to perception of word elements. 
2. The early teaching of the speech-based phonics 
program resulted in higher achievement in read-
ing and spelling. 
]. While the girls did better in some groups on some 
tests, most of the boys did as well as the girls. 
4. Emphasis on writing practice results in more writ-
ing and. better spelling in children's composi-
tions.47 
Harold H. Tanyzer and Harvey Alpert 
The basic purpose of this investigation, U. s. Pro-
ject 2720, \<Jas to determine the effects of three basal read-
ing systems on the reading achievement of first grade chil-
dren. Compsrisons were made among treatment groups for 
pupils of high, average, and lovJ intelligence, and according 
to sex. The basal programs were: (1) the J:..iVJ2.t~.~ot~Bas_i<?_ 
Readi~ series,48 which utilizes an instructional approach 
that is strongly analytic, emphasizing the phonetic charac-
teristics of words and word structure; (2) the ~:ar:1y-to_:_L~.~2-~l 
ITA system, 4·9 't'Jhich employs an augmented beginner's alpha-
bet and emphasizes a combination phonic and lane;uage exper-
4
'
6IE.l.c!·' p. 589 
47Ibid., pp. 589,600. 
---------·--·--
48Glenn HcCracken and Chc:ules C. Halcutt, Eas ic 
Readins_ (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 196.3). 
49Alber-t J. l·Iazurkle'\,'l:l.cz and Harold Tanyzer, E~~.l¥­
to-B.ead ITJb__Erogram (Nm·; Yol'k: ITA Publicatlons, Inc., 19DJ). 
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series,5° which utilizes an eclectic approach in that it 
combines many approved methods of reading instruction. 
The 64J children of this study v1ere div idcd not 
only by sex but also in terms of intelligence to ascertain 
whether any of the basal systems would prove more successful 
with boys than with.girls, or more successful with pupils of 
high, average or low intelligence. 
The treatment groups follm-Jed programs which ad-
justed to levels and progress rates. The teachers were 
asked to spend approximately tvvo and one-half hours per day 
for direct reading instruction and supportive activities. 
The latter consisted in reading instruction other than the 
basal readers. 
Among the first grade pupils taught to read by the 
three different basal reading systems, there 1·1as a signifi·· 
cant difference on the end--of-the-year achievement test of 
reading and spelling. Results and conclusions vJere as 
follm-1s: 
1. The Lippincott e.nd Early-to--Read ITl1.. groups vJere 
significantly higher than the Scott, Foresman group on the 
composite reading score and on all the subtests of the 
Stanford Achievement Test. These subtests \'Jere: \·lord Read-
ing, Paragraph l•Ieaning, ·,.ford Study Skills, Vocabulary, and. 
Spelling. 
2. The Lippincott group was significantly higher in 
50Helen H. E.obinson et al., The Neill Basic Readers 
Sixties Edition (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Compan~;,--1962). 
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achievement on the Vocabulary and Spelling subtests than the 
Early-to-Read ITA group. There was no significant d.iffer-
ences between Lippincott and ITA groups on \-Jord Heading, 
Paragraph Heaning and. ~'lord Study Skills and. on the composite 
reading score. 
3. Comparisons in regard. to sex shm·Jed that no one 
basal series seemed to produce better results with girls 
than with boys, or vice versa. In each of the three basal 
programs, the girls achieved. higher mean scores than the boys. 
These significant differences occurred. on the Spelling and. 
Paragraph Heaning subtests. Tanyzer and. Alpert believe: 
"This result suggests the possibility that, in first grade, 
boys and. girls shoulc1. be instructed. separately, regardless 
of the reading system used.. It also suggests that a delay 
in teaching boys to read. may be useful. u5l The authors ad.-
vise that further experimental studies be made to verify 
these hypotheses. 
4. Findings in regard. to intelli.gence levels shovJed 
that no one of the basal reading programs proved. to be better 
than the other at e,ny IQ range. Generally, the same differ-
ential results occurred in each of the groups. Regardless 
of IQ, the Lippincott and IT.A series produced. higher achieve-
ment at each of the IQ ranges on each of the Stanford sub-
tests than did the Scott, ForesP:~J,n series. Pu.pils of high 
5lHarold J. r.ranyzer and. Harvey Alpe:r:t, "'l'hree Dif-
ferent fusal Reading Systens and First Grade Read.ing Achieve-
ment, 11 Head·t_ng_ Teac;:_b.G;r,, XIX (Li:ay, 1966), pp. 6J6-64o. 
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intelligence in the Scott, Foresman treatment group tended. 
to score significantly lovJer than children of average in-
telligence in the Lippincott and. ITA groups even though the 
IQ range of all tho child.ron in the last tvw mentioned. 
groups were lower than all of the children in the high IQ. 
range on the Scott, Foresman group. 
5. The results for the post-instruction oral read-
ing and ·Nord recognition tests ad.mini.stered to small ran-
domly selected subsamples of the three treatment groups in-
dicated that the Lippincott and ITA pupils were comparable 
on all measures and that both groups '\'lore significantly 
higher than Scott, Foresman on the Gate~_J~~r~ Pronunciation 
Test, the Karlsen _Phonemlc vJord '!'.~st, and Phonetically li.eg-
ular !\fords Oral Reading T:_ost. . No significant difference 
i'Jas found. beti'Jeen ITA and_ Scott, Foresman pupils on Gilmore 
Hate, but ITA pupils vJere significantly superior in Accuracy. 
The Lippincott group scored significantly higher i.n Rate 
than the Scott, For·esman group, but there I<Jas no signifi-
cant difference in Accuracy. The results suggest that 
Lippincott and Early-to-Read. ITA series produce signifi-
cantly better achievenent in 1·10rd. recognition skills and. 
oral reading abilities than the Scott, Foresman series. 
This vwuld. seem to be a natural consequence as the methods 
emphasize word analysis and word recognition. A strong 
i'Jord. analysis program in first grade results in more accur-
ate wo:cd recognition 1~ithout significant loss in fluency. 
6. The l'ead.ing programs of Lippincott and Early-to 
Read ITA utilize an approach to beginning read.ing that is 
more analytic than the Scott, Foresman program. The above 
programs emphasize word structure and phonlc sldlls in 
first grB.cle that ordinarily are taught over a period of 
three years in a typical basal program like Scott, Foresman. 
With this in mind., the authors remark that it is possible 
that a stronger be:"J.se in these slrills is developed throu.::;h 
the slower paced program as is used in the Scott, Foresman 
system. The authors also recognize that longitudi:neJ. studies 
are necessary to determine whether the Scott, Foresman pro-
gram would eventually result in an increased. pace of achieve-
ment possibly exceeding that of children Vlho learned in the 
more analytic approaches used. by Lippincott and F..:arly-to-
Read ITA series. 
Tanyzer and Alpert conclude: 
If the Scott, Foresman e;roup vwuld equal, but not 
surpass, those children taught in the other basal 
series at the end. of three years, studies of ancillary 
factors in sueh areas as personality characteristics 
'\'JOuld have to be made to make a d.ecision as to V>Jhether 
greater success at the ~~rst grade level has any other 
desirable side effects. 
Albert J. Harris and Blanche L. Ser-Ner 
Project 2677 of the U. S. Cooperative Research Pro-
gram dealt rJith two approaches in first grade reading through 
four treatment methods. The two main approaches compared 
were: (1) the skills--centered approach, and (2) the language 
---------- ----------------
experience approach. From each of these tl'lO main approaches 
came t1'10 variations, thus forming four treatment methods. 
The four methods are as follm~s: (a) a skills-centered. method 
using basal readers and. the program outlined in the teacher's 
manuals for the same; (b) a skills-centered method. utilizing 
basal readers, but substituting the Phon_2_-y isual l1ethod53 of 
teaching word. attack skills for the word-attack program of 
the basal readers; (c) a language-experience method., in 
which the beginning materials were developed from the oral 
language of the pupils; and (d) a language-experience method. 
strongly supplemented with audio-visual materials. 
The population for ~>Jhich complete data were gathered. 
cons is ted of 1,146 disad.vantaged urban children in 48 
classes. These subjects came from nine schools 1~ith full 
session five-hour days, and from schools with split-session 
four-hour days. The pretests administered to these children 
were: Nur...E.._hY-D::!:rrell DiaE_no~tic Rendin:S,. Read.incss Test, 
Metropolitan Read.lncss Tests (pal'tia1), o.nd the Thurston 
...... _"'._.-~- 6 .. ,. • ..______ ' 
Patter_n _s_~yin~ a~d Ide!]:_!;ical Forms Tests_. For the year-
end. testing, the Stanf..<2.Esl-.£:.£J1ieveme_!]!__'!'_est, Primary I, and. 
the San Diego Inven_:to_:f_,Y._2L .. li~?-dJ..EI;!; Attitude vJere adminisJ~ 
tered.. To a rand.ou sample _of ~-8 children for each of the 
four treatment methods, the Gilmore 01'~]- R~e,d.in£5 'rest and 
three word lists were giveno 
53Lucille D. Schoolfield and Josephine B. Timberlake, 
Phonov isual I-1ethod (Hashington, D. C. : Phonov isual Products 
Inc. , 19Ir-9) __ _ 
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The major comparisons for the study were ba~ed on 
the full-session classes only because significant differ-
ences in favor of the full-session classes were discovered. 
A summary of the tentative conclusions from the first year 
include: 
1. The same methods that work with middle class white 
children can be used for disadvantaged urban negro children. 
2. The basal reader method showed a slight lead among 
the four methods used. 
3. The language-experience approach 1~i th audio visual 
supplementation showed significantly higher scores. 
4. Adequate control of instructional time is essential 
if controlled research on methods of instruction is to have 
significant validity. 
5. Posttest means in some classes surpassed the national 
norms. 
6. Differences among methods were sufficiently small as 
to be considered inconclusive.54 
Elizabeth Ann Bordeau and N. H. Shope 
U. S. Project 2719 compared three approaches to the 
teaching of first grade reading. The unique feature of the 
study consists in an emphasis on the "sensory experience" 
supplemented in the tl:1ird. treatment group. The authors state 
5L~Albert J. Harris and Blanche L. Serwer, "Com-
paring Reading Approaches in First GrEtde Teaching wj_th 
Disadvantaged Children, 11 Reading Teacher, XIX (Hay, 1966), 
pp. 631-635. -
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that reading authorities and researchers recognize that the 
exclusive use of only one method in teaching reading is un-
wise, hence the popular use of today's eclectic approaches. 
This study, therefore, employs methods in vlhich all three 
approaches involved some common methodology, materials and 
techniques, and yet, each had unique features. The ap-
preaches compared were: (1) a basal reader approach, (2) a 
basal reader plus intensive phonics approach, and. (3) a 
basal reader plus intensive phonics plus sensory exper-
ience. These approaches are referred to as BR, P, and SE 
respectively. 
The basal text used by all the treatment groups "\·Jas 
the Scott L.J'or~J3ffian series. The intensive phonics program 
of the second and third groups was the rviurJ2h.Y.-Durr:ell Speech-
~.o::frint materials published by ~S~.~u~j;-! Br~.£.£.!_~..1. H'2._yd 
Inc. The third approach supplemented the basal and in ten·· 
sive phonics programs with a sensory experience approach con-
sisting of many aural, oral, and visual teaching aids which 
appealed to the senses. Audio-visual materials such as tape 
recordings, filmstrips, movies, records, library books, and. 
games were also used in this third approach. 
The pretests administered VJere lll..J.r:e.!.:ry-Durrell_ Dta~­
nostic ~ead.ing ~ead iness_, £letropoli !_an Read.~~s Test, Form A, 
the Jhurst<?n~_Pat~ern Cop.zi~0_, and the 1'hurstone Id~ntical 
Forms Test. To obtain IQ scores, the Pintner - Cun:t]ing.:..ham. 
Primary Test was used. All these tests were the 1964 edi-
tions. The flve subtests of the Stanford Achievement fut-
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tery, Primary I Level, Form X 1-Jere: Hord Reading, Paragraph 
Heaning, Vocabulary, Spelling, and 'vJord Study Skills. These 
were administered at the end of the experimental period of 
140 school days. 
At the beginning of this study, 751 children of 
whom 385 were white .and 366 Negro, \'Jere enrolled in seven 
schools in 28 classrooms. Comparisons were made of total 
treatment groups and special subpopulations. 
In summary, it can be stated from this study that 
there was no significant difference between Approaches BR 
and P for white boys, white girls, or total white popula-
tion. However, there were significant differences between 
Approaches BR and P, favoring BH in Hord Reading, Paragraph 
Meaning and. Spelling for the Negroes, vJhile in Approaches P 
and SE in Vocabulary, 'vJord. Study Skills, and Hord Reading, 
the significant difference for the whites favored SE. Fur-
thermore, between Approaches P and. SE in Hord. Reading, Para-
graph Heaning, Vocabulary and Spelling, the significant dif-
ference for the Negroes favored SE. Finally, behleen Ap-
preaches BR and SE in \Jord. Reading, Hord. Study Skills, Vocab-
ulary, and. Spelling, the significant differences for Approach 
SE favored the \'lhites, whj.le in Hord. Reading and. Vocabulary, 
the significant difference for SE favored. both groups.55 
In view of the findings above, Bordeau and Schope 
55Elizabeth Ann Bordeau and N. H. Schope, 111\.n E.'val-
uation of 1'hree Appros.ches to Teaching Reading in First 
Grade,rr Headine;__'reacher, XX (October, 1966), pp. 6-10. 
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advise that it should not be concluded from this study that 
any one of the three approaches evaluated is best for all 
children. Rather, the investigators believe that the 
follovJing conclusions seem valid. on the basis of the above 
findings for first grade children in the Goldsboro City 
Schools: 
If only the basal reader and. the phonics approaches 
were belng considered., it vwuld. make no difference 
which approach !Has used with white children, but it 
would benefit Negro children more to use the phonics 
approach. However, if a choice were to be made from 
all three approaches, the sensory experience approach 
appears most bengficial, overall, for both white and. 
Negro chi1dren.5 . 
In sun1.mary, nine of the eighteen studies reviewed in 
this thesis found that intensive phonics procured total 
reading scores of significantly higher nature. Among the 
eighteen studies, there were three that examined. the effects 
of a strong phonetic program on the bases of intelligence 
levels.· ~.>-vm of these shovJed that the children of the mid.-
dle and low IQ levels profited most from the aforesaid. pro-
gram while the third. noted. that intensive training produced 
higher achievement at each IQ range. Of the two longitud.i-
nal stud.:Les, one found that early superiority vJas no longer 
evident after fourth grade vJhile the other found that at the 
end of fourth grade, the phonetic group i'las superior in vo--
cabulary and. spelling. In two other studies of two-year 
56Ibid .• , p. 11 
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length, one supported the phonics method, the other favored 
the basal method. 
In examining these eighteen studies relative to 
scores in vocabulary, comprehension, and spelling, it vJas 
found that intensive phonics produced a significant dif-
ference behJeen means in six of the studies as compared to 
four studies favoring the basal programs. In comprehension, 
the ratio 't'ras seven in favor of a phonic orientated. approach 
to four in favor of a basal reading approach while in spel-
ling, it v~as six studies faVOl'ing the phonetic approach to 
one favoring the basal reading approach. 
A survey of literature reveals that much research 
has been carried on vl i thin the last ten years to study the 
value of strong phonetic programs in beginning reading. 
These investigations manifest the vJide lnterest and. concern 
of educators to find the most effective approach or the 
best combination of approaches for teachlng n.rst grade 
children to read. The findings on these studies sho1·1 that 
there are statistical results to support basal programs, 
strong phonetic programs and combination programs; some 
of the investigations reveal that there are no significant 
differences in the reading approaches. There were favorable 
findings for both sides of the issue: gradual phonics pro-
grams or early and strong phonics programs. This shovled 
itself practically on a one-to-one basis as can be seen 
from the many studies reviewed in this ten-year-span of 
research. 
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Reading authorities conclude that there is no one 
best way of teaching reading. The multiple approach using 
various worthy methods wherein the individual child can 
find success in learning to read would seem most desirable. 
Furthermore,·the reports on the U. S. Office of Education 
First Grade Rec:tding .studies have pinpointed the teacher as 
beine a vital factor, probably more important than methods 
in the learning situation. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDUHE 
As mentioned in Chapter I, the purpose of this 
study i'Jas to d.etermine the comparative effectiveness of 
the basal reading program reinforced with a highly pho-
netic program and teaching the basal reading phonetic pro-
gram only. ~ro accomplish this end., t'iw parochial schools 
of the vJest and nortrn·Jest sides of Chicago v;er·e selected 
for the experiment. One school has a total enrollment of 
1,200 children, while the other has a total of l,OJ2. The 
children of these two schools are of similar socio-eco-
nomic status. Both schools are staffed by the same Com-
munity, tho Sisters of Providence of St. Nary-of-the-~/oods, 
Inclian:3,. A fin:~t grade cJass from each school vl8,s chosen 
for the study. The selected population of 78 children re-
mained consts.nt durins the experinent Nhich lasted from the 
opening of school in September through Iiay. It i·Jas be-
lieved that this span of one whole school year would pro-
vide data for a fair evaluation of progress made by first 
e::;rade ehildTen. The tecwhers involved in this study have 
sim:llar p:::ofess ional traininG, teach inc; competency, and 
enthusiasm. Both have taught in the respective schools for 




The Testin$ Pr~ 
The Otis Q.l2:_ick-Scoring I1Tental Ability Test: Shol't 
Form AlPha! As was administered. to the two groups selected 
for the study in August. The classroom teachers administered. 
the test in each school. The test consists of verbal and 
nonverbal parts but yields a composite I.Q. This test 
measures several mental processes and. was used. in this study 
to establish the level and. rate of mental d.evelopment. 1 
The readiness abilities were determined. by The 
four subtests as follows~ Identifying Capital Letters 
Named, Nemory of i:Jord. Forms, Auditory Discrimination, and. 
Language Abiljty involving comprehension and interpretation. 2 
The t~'lO first grade teachers involved in this experiment ad.-
ministered this readiness test also during the week before 
the opening of school in September. The composite Read.ing 
Readiness scores and the scores obtained from the Auditory 
Discrimination subtest were used. The latter was considered 
vital in testing the effectiveness of t1iw methods involving 
phonics. 
··-----------
lArthur s. Otis, Otis Quick-Scoring Nenta1 Ability 
Tests: Nm~ Edition Alpha sli()"Tt Form, 1954· -Ed.ition-I'lm1uar---
{Greatl3r1tain7 Harcourt ,·-.B:iaceai1Cf'.i.-Jori""d;-rn-c:-:1934_)_,-P. 1. 
211. N. Steinbach, Ph. D. , The Steinbach .Test of 
BeaCL~L}iead~n~ (Bensenvi~le, Illiri01s :-SchOlastic 
Testing 0ervice, Inc., 1965). 
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The reading section of the Hide RSt~e Achievement 
Test.3 was administered lndividually to the children of both 
groups by the writer. This test of ·word. identifj_cation vJas 
given to ascertain the reading skill of the subjects at the 
beginning and. end of the experiment. 
The end-of-the-year achievement was measured by 
means of the Ca:l_~fo.~a Ref3:sl~!:i~'S }.'es~t Lo~_§F_J'.~.~I.£.ar:;y:_ __ ." Gr~_des 
1 and 2 • Form W with 196.3 Norms. In addition to the above, 
the CaJ.:ifornia Reaging Test Upper Primary • Grades H2 - J -
L4 - For_m liZ with 196.3 Norms4 ·was given to the children whose 
scores on the lower Primary Test were near the ceiling, mis-
sing only a few i terns. The two final tests, Hide Har~e;-~ and. 
California Reftding_ Tests, v-Jere administered 'Nithin one week 
during the latter half of May. 
The C~lifoi~·D-ia Reading_'J'est consists of t1'lo main 
divisions, namely: Readinr; Vocabulary and. Reading Compre-
hension. From the subtests of Word Form, Word Recognition, 
and. Total Voeabulary, rm·r scores were used to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the experimental factor relative to word 
recognition. The subtests of 1-Jord meanj_ng and. comprehension 
as well as the composite total reading grade scores were 
also objective data for determining the value of supple-
-----------~------
3Joseph Jastak and. Sidney Bljou, l:iid.e Range Achieve-
~-~§t (\Hlmington, DelaN2.re: G. L. Story Co. , ·1946T. 
4Ernest '.!. Tiegs and Hillis H. Clark, .f!.§.lifornia 
Read.ir.g Test Lo':·1er Primary • Grades 1 and 2 • Form VI, Upper 
Pr ima:._;;y-·-c+'l~3.d.e s" H2-.:-3=-Llf-Forri\T;-i 9 5? Ed.i t i on·s-'{Tlon.:-· 
15'el'ey-~-c~ilTI'ornra::-·-ca:Tir-o·:Fiila ·•res--rBureau, 196.3). 
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menting a basic reading program with a strong phonetic pro-
gram. The administration of these tests ~las performed. by 
the respective teachers, and all tests given were rechecked 
for accuracy by the vJri ter. 
Th~ Problem of E~uating GrouEs 
In designing this experiment all external factors 
were ccn·efully limited and controls established.. The first 
problem was that of determining equivalency. The subjects 
chosen vJere entering grade one for the first time. The 
class enrollment of the control group was 40 while that of 
the experimental group was JS. These intact groups, or in-
dependent samples, were equated on the basis of intelligence 
quotient, mental age, auditory discrimination, total reading 
readiness, and _Hide Range_ read.ing achievement. Stat is tical 
procedures were applied to determine the significance of the 
difference between the two groups on the tests used. The 
t-tests for uncorrelated data ~Jas used. Table 1 sho·ws the 
comparative results of the groups as they began first grade. 
As indicated in Table 1, the intelligence quotient 
mean scores on the Otis _ _!iy.i~_:..§.2.2_ring. r:I~p.t£l-} Abi2:-J:~t;z_r.£_ests 
differ by 1.13 in favor of the experimental group vlhose 
scores also appear to have more variability. The t-ratio 
of .~·0 indicates that the two groups do not differ signi-
ficantly and are equivalent as to mental abilities. 
The auditory discri.mi:na,tion ravJ scores are likevJise 
presented in Table 1. The: t-ratio for this suhcest reve<'.:l.ls 
TABLE 1 
MEAN IlP-:ELLIG~!CE QUOTIENTS, MENTAL AGES, AUD!'XO:B.Y DISCRIMINATIQl;, RE..t\DING READINESS COMPOSITE 
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I SEn t- CoiiTideuce 
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2.83 .40 Not sig. 
2.24 .82 Not sig. 
.72 I .08 Not sig • 
4.21 .66 I Not sig. 
.089 1.01 Not sig • 
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that the means of the groups vJere almost identical as far as 
this perceptual ability vlas concerned.. The mean difference 
betvleen the total readiness raH scores was 2. 76 favoring the 
control group. Here homogeneity is again indicated for the 
control group in comparison with the experimental group in 
this composite test score. However, when the t-test was 
applied to the data, the difference between the two groups 
was found to be insignificant. 
As shm-m in Table 1, the Hide Range reading achieve-
ment scores indicated. a slight advantage for the control 
group, but the t-ratio confirmed that the difference was not 
signiflemrt. Therefore, the two groups were equ.ated. on the 
basis of these pre-experimental tests. 
Teaching Procedure 
After the groups had been equated. and. teachers of 
similar ability were employed, definite steps were taken to 
establish controls relative to the teaching procedure and 
materials to be used during the experiment. These controls 
included equal time for reading and phonics, the same cur-
riculum fo:c the lex1glJ.age arts, and the same reading program 
with the exception of the experimental factor. Both 
teachers followed the regular reading program as outlined 
in the Fait.b_§'I!-SL FJ'e£5lS!£ series. 5 The control group vms 
taught the phonics progran frolil the fai-~0_and .. Fr~~dom man-
5Sister M. Marguerites S.N.D., and Sister M. 
Bernarda, C. PP. S., Fc.i th and Freed.om fus ic Headers (Chicago: 
Ginn and Company, f§Df). ------------
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uals while the experimental group was given the same phonic 
program but reinforced I·Jith the Phonetic Keys to Reading pro-
gram.6 This meant that the control group had more intensive 
phonics from the basal reader while the experimental group 
took additional phonics from the Phenetic Ke;zs first-grade 
books. 
In order to reach i.nd.ividual needs, the t't-10 fi.rst 
grade classes were divided into three ability groups in 
their respecti.ve schools. Each ability group had. a thir·ty-
mj_nute period. for read.ing and a tvventy-five-minute period 
for phonics every day for thirty-six weeks of the school 
year. This plan Pl'OV ided that the control group vwuld. spend 
equal time on phonics vlith greater reinforcement in the 
Faj_th Et!.l:,d Freedof£_ program while the experimental group 
used the same time for the two programs. IIovJever, both 
groups had a strong phonetic program with an apparent 
overbalance of time for phonics. 
series consi~3ts of the follovling: readiness book, three 
pre-·Pl"imers, prj_mer, first reader, four accompanying work-
books, and a manual for each of the four levels. These 
materials were used by both teachers with the exception 
of the readiness book which was not necessary for the 
experimental group because the readiness was an integral 
----··---- ---·-------------
6Theod.ore L. Harris, Hildred. Creekmore, and Nargaret 
Greenmore, Phonetic Keys to Reading (Indianapolis: The Econ-
omy Company -;--19b4f.-·--·--------
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part of the Phonetic Keys. Three consumable books, a com-
bined readiness and pre-primer, a primer, and a first reader 
.comprise the Phonetic Key_~ program. There may be the ques-
tion of the earlier start in reading for the experimental 
program as certainly a similar nwnber in the control group 
were also ready for xeading. 
As stetted befo:ce, the combine.tion of the Phonetj.c 
Keys program wlth the.F'aith and Freedom program was the 
experimental factor for this study. E.'ven though phonics 
is the strongest feature of the Phonetic KeY.s method, the 
program itself, according to the authors, is a balanced 
reading program. It aims to develop independence in read-
ing through increased. knm·Jledge and functional application 
of vwrd percept ion and comprehension skills. The 1mrd rec-
ognition skills include picture clues, sight words, context 
clues, structural analysis, and. phonetic analysis. The 
structural analysis covers word variants, simple affixes~ 
compound words, a.nc1. th:r·ee rules for plUl'i-sylle.bles. The 
phonetic analysis is made up of principles involving vovlels, 
consonants, digraphs, diphthongs, and blends taught at spec-
ific levels. The phonj_c approach to vocabulary development 
is an analytic one. It avoids, as does the basal reading pro-
gram, the sound of letters in isolation, i.e., it teaches 
sound equivalents 1·1ithin the word.s rather than apf:..rt from 
them. The child is not reqvJ.recl to memorize rules but 
rather, he gets a i<JOrkable l~nmvledge of princ:Lples needed 
to unlock \'Jords. 
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The comprehension skills provided in the Phonetic 
Keys program are listening-experiences through stories, 
picture interpretation, 1wrd meaning (famillar and. extended 
meanings), context clues, comprehension questions and 
exercises. From the beginning, the reading process ls 
taught as a meaning~ul pursuit through experience charts 
that acquaint the child with thought units in sentences, 
phrases, and whole ~~ords. 
The Falth and. Freedom series offers a program of 
developmental reading that is well planned as to vocabulary 
and comprehens lon skills, story content, and reaclabili ty 
features. The authors of the primary books have incorpo-
rated into the manuals and vJorkbooks an intensive program 
of word recognition skills which aim to develop power and 
independ.ence on the part of the pupil.? The phonics· that 
this series utilizes is the vJhole-vwrcl or analytic method. 
It differs from the Phonetic K~ys approDch ln that the 
consonants sounds are taught before the vo"t;els. It may be 
that the long period devoted to the phonics made it tedious. 
Perhaps in a later experiment, this time could be modified 
and more time·given to the actual reading. This seems log-
ical because the Phonet]_c K~s did include reading \~ith the 
phonics. 
The teachers of both treatment groups concurred to 
'"-----------· 
?sister M. Marguerite, S.N.P., and 
Bernarda, C. PP, S, Nanual F'cn~ These lire Our 




use the same curriculum for the language arts. This con-
sisted. of oral comnnmication in everyday experiences, ere-
ative writing, but no spelling lessons. Both schools used 
8 
either Our Little Nessen$.er weekly magazine or Scholastic 
News Pilot. 9 A fifteen-to-twenty~minute home~·wrk assignment 
for both first grade. classes consisted of a short review of 
the day 1 s reading and. phonics lessons. 
Final Testing PrograJ!! 
At the end of the experimental period of nine 
months, the final reading tests \'lere administered to com-
pare achievement made by the treatment groups. These meas-
ures were in vocabulary and comprehension skills. The read-
ing section of the \'Tide P:_an~.e Achievement Test utilized dur-
ing the initial testing program was employed. again at the 
termination of the experiment to measure the comparative 
gains made by the ti-Jo groups. The Califor·nia :E].eacli.ng Test 
LovJe!:_ I)r~L__]'orrn_l!. 11as administered in the final testing 
program to compare the reading ability of the experimental 
and control groups in six phases: (1) Hord Form, (2) ~Jord. 
Recognition, ( 3) Heaning of Opposites , ( 4·) Total Reading 
Vocabulary, (5) Reading Comprehension, (6) Total Reading 
--------------·------·-
8 Geol'ge A. P:Claum, OUl' Little Ness enge:r (Dayton: 
Geo. A. Pflaum Publlsher, rii:c-:;-sep-c.,1~~)"6)":..---r:Iay, 1966). 
9 Sturges F. Cary, Scholastic Ne1•1s Pilot (Ne11 York: 
Scholastic He.gazines Inc., -sey;-:c.:·-1963 - Hay, 1966). 
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Primary, Form V-I was administered. to twelve children .vlhose 
scores in the Lo·wer Prim~rY. Test approached the test ceiling. 
Four of these children 1-vere from the control group and. eight 
were from the experimental group. Only the scores from this 
second test that excelled the first were used in the calcula-
tions. 
All the year-end tests were given to both the ex-
perimental group and the control group during Hay. The 
California Reading _Test was administered to the child.ren in 
small groups of approximately sixteen by the respective 
first grade teachers who also scored the tests. In order 
to guarantee uniformity of presentation, the vTid.e Ra~e Test 
vms adminj_stered to both the control and experimental groups 
by the writer who also scored the test. 
StatistiE~] Techni~u~-
The t-ratio vms used to determine the significance 
of the d.iffe:cences betw·een the means of the tvw groups~ This 
t-test 1·ras employed. for correlated data and for U..."lcorrelated 
data. 
CHli.PT EH IV 
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
This experimental study was pursued to determine 
the comparative effectiveness on reading achievement of 
tvw methods of teaching phonics. A total of 78 f.irst grade 
children participated. in the stud;y. The experimental and. 
control groups were of similar level in ability, rea.ding 
~ead.iness, and. auditory discrimination. For a period of 
nine months the experimental group was instructed in phonics 
through the basal reading phonetic program reinforced with 
a highly phonetic program. The children of the control 
group were taught phonics throue;h the basal reading pho-
netic program only, but devoted part of this time to a readi-
ness program I'Jhich did not include the intensive phonics and. 
read.ing at the initial state. The final tests v.Jere adminis-
terecl in Nay to determine if there -v1ere significant differ-
ences between the means of the control and experimental 
groups. co:~1parative scores on the initi.al and final Hide 
]a1~e Heading Test for both groups v-1ere tabulated. and. 
analyzed. 
6J 
An~~s of Data Rel§lted to Final Achievement 
in Comrrehension-California Beading :rest 
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The results of the Hay reading tests vJhich involved 
meaning are given in Table 2. fu~lysis of the table shows 
a difference of 1.16 points between the means on the final 
test in vJord meantng for the experimental and control 
groups. These data yield a t-ratio of 1. 85 v·lhich is sig-
nificant at the .10 level of confidence, indicating a 
slight super·iority for the experimental group. The mean 
for the experimental group on the comprehension test was 
2. 64; for the control group, the mean ,,w,s 2 • .32. Although 
the superiority of the experimental group was again slight, 
significant only at the .10 level of confidence, the sta-
tistic shows that intensive phonics does not hinder compre-
hension but indicated in this study a three-month lead 
over the control group. A similar difference was obtained 
betvJeen the tvJO groups in the composite reading grade 
score. The difference betv1een the means for· the experimental 
and control groups, yielding a t-ratio of 1.7.3, was again 
found to be significant only at the .10 level of confidence. 
Although the superiority was slight, it indicated a two-
month advantage for the experimental group. 
The effect of the highly phonetic program on achieve-
ment in reading was also checked in the area of vocabulary. 
TABLE 2 
COMPA."'USON OF RE.AJJmG ACHIEV:E.'-!ENT IN THE CALIFOR.t.~IA READING TEST FOR THE J~XP:ERIMENTA'L AND CONTROL 
GROUPS IN 110PJ) !.ffi.AHIHG, READilrG COMP.REHElfSIOlT A.!."'l'D COMPOSITE READ!!TG GRii.m.1 SCORES 
~] : .. = -=-----·- -;a;;;:;; =:;;_ --'*'~~..._,.,.-.. _.. --~~ ~- u. --.,-~- ---I SEr..~ Mean . i SD 
Tosta I i Exp. .Control . Diff. SED t- Confidence Control! I Exp. Exp. Control ratio Level 
i !. 
I I Word Ne9 .. nJ.ng 11.79 10.6) 2.60 2.86 .42 .45 1.16 .62 1.85 .10 
Comprehension 2.64 2.)2 .78 .71 .12 .11 .)2 .17 1.87 .10 
Total Reading 
' 
2.79 2.55 .66 .54 .10 .08 .24 .1) 1.7) .10 I 
l I 
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This aspect is shown in Table 3. 
In the Hord Form subtest, which is visual percep-
tion, there was a slight difference between the means of the 
experimental and control groups favoring the control group, 
Hol'lever, the t~value of .41 shows that the difference be-
tween the two group~ is not significant. It was of interest 
to note that the children who were taught by basal method 
alone where vmrd configuration and. sight words are impor-
tant means of word-attack had higher scores than those chil-
dren i':ho vwre taught more intensive phonics and \<Jere accus-
tomed to seeing word elen1ents when attac_king nev·J words. In 
the tJorcLB~eco~YJ.i tion subtest, the difference betvJeen the 
means was .52. The lead favored the experimental group. 
Hoi·Iever, the t-ratio of 1.63 indicated the difference was 
statistically insignificant. The data for Total Vocabulary, 
i.e., Composite vocabulary raw scores, also indicated higher 
scores for the experimental group but again, the difference 
betliJeen the experimental and. control groups was not fDlmd. 
to be statistically significant. 
The data on Table 3 shm!.J the results of the l1Iide 
Range Achie~efl}_ent_Te_st_ in read.ing c On the final test, the 
experimental group obtained a grade score of 3.82 while the 
mean of the control group vJas 3. 09. Although there was no 
significant difference at initial testing between the two 
groups, the final scores indicate a highly significant dif-
ference between the two groups in the May testing results. 
The difference of .73 as shovm by at-ratio of 4.64 is sig-
C0~1PARISOU OF READING ACEI:EV'Eit.ENT ON THE CALIFOR.I."HA READING TEST FOR TEE EXPERil-1ENTAt AND CONTROL 
GROUPS IN i·:OBD FOIDI, ViORD RECOGNITION, TOTAL VOC.A:BULARY, .A1"D \'l!DE R.Al\GE SCORES 
Mean SD SEM 
Tests Diff. SEn t- Confidence 




\~ord Form ~2.42 22.68 2.66 2.76 .43 .I~ .62 .41 Not sig. 
\'lord Rgcogni- 19.45 18.93 .?1 1.81.:. .11 I .. 29 • 52 I .Jl 1.6; Not sig • tion 
I I Total Vocabu.- 2. 78 2.62 I .6) .51 .10 .08 .16 .lJ 1.21 Not sig. lary 
I 
~li de P..ange ).82 ).09 .67 .70 .111 
I 
.112 .7) .157 4.64 .001 
I 
I ! 
nificant at the .001 level of confidence. Such a large 
difference could not be expected to occur by chance and 
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gives evidence that the teaching of intensive phonics corn-
bined vJi th basal phonics is superior to the teaching of the 
basal phonics program alone when vwrd. attack skills are 
being tested. It is to be noted, however, that when mean-
ing is associated with words, the difference between the 
means of the control group using the basal readlng phonic 
program and the experimental group using the highly phonetic 
approach is not significant. Further studies are needed to 
evaluate the experimental program with a broader basal read-
ing program l'ather than merely spending more time on the out-
lined program. 
Corgparison of In_?..:}_ial ~nd Final Achievem~~~--Uid.e !;lang~ 
Achievement 'l~est., Reading Section 
A comparison of initial and final means for the 
experimental variable of intensive phonics was made from 
the scores obtained at the beginning of the experiment and 
at the end. Calculations for comparisons on initial and 
final scores for both groups involved a measure of correl-
ation. 'l'hese gains for each group are summarized in Table L~. 
Results indicate a mean gain of three years, ti'JO and 
one-half months (3.26) between the initial and final tests in 
word recogrlition for the experimental group. The coefficient 
of correlation of .53 between the tests indicate a moderate 











COHPARISON OF THE MEMTS OF TEE INITIAL AND FIU.AL WIDE R.AUG.E 
GP.AD:lll SCORES .FOR THE :EY..PERINENTAL A.1"D CONTROL GROUPS 
··- I --- ... -- • . .- ~·-N-- --· r ·----I 
I I l SD s~ Diff. SEn r 
I 
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.46 .07 I 
3.26 .09 .53 
• 67 .11 
i I ' .26 .04 I I I 2.44 .08 .72 I 
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deviation in the final test as compared I·Jith the initial 
test is indicative of greater variability in final scores 
than in those at the beginning of the experiment. The t-· 
ratio of 34.68 confirms the conclusion that the pupils of 
the experimental group made very significant progress in 
word recognition achievement during this investigation. 
Comparison of the results of the initial and final 
means for the control group reveals that a difference of 
2.44 existed between the initial and final means, which was 
a two year, four months gain. With a t-ratio of 28.37 it 
can be confidently stated. that these pupils, too, made sig-
nificant progress from the beginning to the end of the ex-
periment. This ev id.ence gives credence to the belief that 
gradual phonics as taught in the Faith .. an~~gom basal 
series improves word recognition to a highly significant 
degree. 
Summary_ 
The purpose of this study was to determine the value 
of a highly phonetic progran correlated I"Jith a basal reading 
program at the first grade level. 
After a period. of nine months, the experimental group 
lilhich v.Jas taught phonics by means of a strong phonetic pro-
gram along vJ i th a basal program of phonics shm'led superiority, 
but not a significant one, in comprehension as compared with 
the control group. The co:ntr·ol g;:oup VJas given phonetic 
traini~~ through the basal reading program only. 
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In comparing the mechanical aspects of the Califor-
nia Reading Test results, neither group vJas significantly 
superior in word. attack skills. However, the experimental 
group showed a significant lead over the control group in 
the \<!ide Range Achievement Test. A long-range study would 
be needed. to determine the effectiveness over the three-
year period. of primary school. Thus, it might then be as-
certained. as to whether the ad.vantages indicated for the 
experimental group will become greater, or whether the 
groups will tend. to be similar in progress. It is also 
necessary to evaluate the effect if the upper section of 
the control group had. been allovJed. to begin reading earlier. 
VJould. they he.ve reached higher ceilings? 
Analysing the gains made in vocabulary on the Wide 
Range Achievement T~~_!_, it vJas found that both groups made 
good. progress, achieving third grade scores. 
CHAPTER V 
SUNl'IARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this investigation vms to evaluate 
the effects of reinforcing a basal r-eading program with a 
highly phonetic program at the first grade level. rrhe t-,..;o 
major objectives were to discover whether first-grade pupils 
become mor-e efficient in word r-ecognition if greater empha-
sis is given to phonics by correlating the basal program. 
with a strong phonetic program; and secondly, to ascertain 
the effects of intensive phonics on the comprehension aspect 
of reading. 
A total of 78 pupils of two parochial schools in 
Chicago participated in the study for a period of nine 
months from September, to the latter part of l'Iay. These 
children vlere entering grade one for the first time. 'I'ltW 
cquivo.lent groups l'ler·e formed on the basis of intelligence 
quotient, mental age, auditory perception, reading readi-
ness raw scores, and word recognition. Teachers of compar-
able ability were selected and the populations were of sim-
ilar socio-economic level. Controls were also established 
relative to equal time for reading and phonics, the same 
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reading program, and the same curriculum for language arts. 
The experimental factor consisted of instruction in phonics 
through means of a reinforced phonetic program in vJhich the 
Phonetic Keys to Reading reinforced the Faith and Freedom 
basal reading program. The control group followed the reg-
ular basal phonics program and had, therefol~e, more in ten-
sive phonics from the basal program while the experimental 
group had additional phonics from the Phonetic Keys program. 
The time for teaching vJas strictly adhered to for each abil-
ity group which comprised the two classes in the study. 
Effects of the experimental factor were measured by 
mean scores obtained on the California Re0ding Test and the 
\<Tide Range Achievement ,1'g~t. The California Reading Tests 
were administered and scored under normal classroom con-
ditions by the teachers of the experimental and control 
groups and. rechec.ked by the vJri ter. The ~-I~de_B_ange Ach}~-
ment 1'ests were administered individually at the beginning 
and end of the experiment by the writer. 
Appropriate statistical proceclures and. t-tests of 
significance of differences between mean scores were em-
ployed. 
Conclusions 
An analysis of the data obtained. led to the fol-
lowing conclusions within th2 limitations of this study: 
1. At the termination of the nine-month experiment, 
the first grade pupils who received jnstruction in phonics 
/ .. c . 
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through a reinforced phonics program were found. to be su-
perior in word attac~skills when mere word recognition 
was tested. Hm·Jever, when meaning was associated. \'lith 
word.ss neither treatDent group showed significant super-
iority. 
2. Data from the experiment revealed. that in this 
study a highly phonetic program did. not yield a significant 
superiority over a basal phonics program i·Jhen tested. in the 
area of reading comprehension. 
). The reinforced phonics program did not affect 
comprehension adversely for statistics indicated. in this 
study a slight advantage for the experimental group in com-
prehension. 
4. Both groups of first-grade children in this 
experir:tent made appreciable progress through the respec-
tive programs employed. All mean scores were above nat-
ional norms. 
A long-ran.ge study extending thl'OUgh the three years 
of the primfU'Y grad.es ':Jould raore ful1y evaluate the compar-
ative effectiveness of rejnforcing the basal reading program 
v1ith a strong phonetic progrCJn. 
A..Yl additional variable for the same study might be 
in the area of grouping boys versus girls and examining 
their achievement relative to instruction jn phonics. 
A comparative study might be made in ';•lhich the con-
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trol group receives more enriching experiences rather than 
merely receiving longer time for instruction in the basal 
reading phoni.c program. The experlmental group might follow 
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Pupil I.Q. N.A. Aud.itory Read..R. Wide 
Discrimin. Total Ran.Ach. 
1 147 105 19 87 0.8 
2 14.3 107 19 94 Oc8 
3 1.37 .97 14 58 0.2 
4· 137 108 20 99 1.6 
5 1.3.3 96 19 98 2.3 
6 128 96 16 80 0.8 
7 122 89 10 73 0.9 
8 119 91 19 92 0.9 
9 117 86 18 90 0.9 
10 117 85 18 84 0.7 
11 117 90 10 42 0.1 
12 116 90 20 81 0.8 
13 114 87 17 57 0.1 
14 116 83 19 77 0.8 
15 116 8.3 20 87 0.7 
16 109 83 15 66 0.3 
17 109 83 16 84 0.8 
18 109 82 20 86 0.8 
19 109 81 14 47 0.2 
20 109 79 14 80 0.8 
21 108 86 14 84 0.8 
22 108 8l.j. 19 56 0.1 
23 108 81 15 63 0.6 
2l!. 107 85 17 72 0.1 
25 107 77 15 51 0.1 
26 107 76 12 4-0 o.o 
27 105 81 19 8~- 0.5 
28 105 80 12 .38 0.2 
29 lOLl- 83 10 48 0.1 
30 101 79 16 51 o.o 
.31 98 76 15 41 0.4 
.32 98 69 11 La o.o 
.33 97 73 20 89 0.8 
34 9Lt- '10 10 .35 o.o 
.35 94· 65 13 47 0.5 
36 92 71 13 80 0.7 
37 91 64 18 55 0.6 
38 89 66 12 37 0.7 
----~ .. ------- --------
__ , __ . ______ ,~ _ _,., 
42.38 3167 598 2574 21.1.:. 
N=lll.50 H=83.34 H=15. 7L~ 1'1=67.74 1•1=. 56 
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CONTROL GROUP 
Pupil I. Q.. I>1.A. Aud.itory Read.R. Wide 
Discrimin. Total l1an.Ach. 
1 139 108 20 95 1.4 
2 126 93 18 95 0.8 
3 126 '96 20 87 0.8 
4 124 86 18 85 0.8 
5 124 94 16 92 0.8 
6 122 88 13 75 0.8 
7 119 92 15 74 0.7 
8 119 87 15 49 0.7 
9 117 89 15 82 0.8 
10 117 85 15 82 0.8 
11 117 84 19 89 0.8 
12 117 86 19 84 0.8 
13 117 90 19 87 0.8 
14 116 83 18 80 0.7 
15 116 81 19 87 0.8 
16 114 88 16 72 0.8 
17 114 81} 18 84 0.7 
18 114 85 14 58 0.5 
19 114 87 19 914- 0.8 
20 112 8L~ 19 61 0.4 
21 109 80 18 80 0.8 
22 109 80 15 64 0.5 
23 109 87 19 61 o.6 
24 105 72 19 70 0.8 
25 105 82 12 82 0.4 
26 104 71~. 15 41 0.2 
27 103 71 13 66 0.6 
28 103 75 12 68 0.8 
29 101 73 14 50 0.3 
30 101 80 18 79 0.8 
31 101 77 17 60 0.8 
32 100 70 14 71 0.6 
33 100 69 10 60 0.5 
34· 100 69 15 38 0.2 
35 100 71 12 66 0.8 
36 97 77 lJ 50 0.2 
37 96 71 10 34 o.o 
38 96 71 14 65 0.7 
39 96 73 11 63 0.8 
40 96 68 11 4·0 o.o 
4LH5 3260 627 2820 25.9 
N=110.37 H=8l.)O 1'1:=15.68 11 =70. 50 Ivi=. 64·7 
:----~~~'·: 
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EXPERU'IENTAL G B.OUP 
Pupil Cal.Tot. Cal.Tot. Cal. Cal. Cal. Cal.Tot. Hide 
Read.ing Read.ing He an- \<lord Hord Reading Range 
Comp. ing Form Recog. Vocab. 
5 4.1 4·.2 15 25 20 ).7 4.7 
9 4.1 4.0 14 24 20 4.0 5.7 
17 4.0 4.0 14 25 20 ).? 4.5 
8 4.0 4.0 15 25 20 4.0 4o3 
3 3.7 4.0 15 24 20 4.0 ).4 
1 3.6 3·3 15 23 20 ).) 3.2 
15 ).7 3.6 15 25 20 3.8 5.1 
12 3.4 2.8 14 24 20 3.4 4.6 
33 ).2 2.8 14 22 20 ).1 4.5 
20 ).2 2.5 14 25 19 2.) 4.4 
4 ).2 2.5 14 25 20 ).3 4.4 
18 .3.2 2~8 13 24 20 ).1 4.7 
.31 ).0 .3 • .3 1.3 24 19 2.9 h.) 
.38 2.9 2.8 1.3 24 19 2.9 ).6 
22 2.9 2.1 14 25 20 J.l .3.9 
25 2.9 2.8 11 24 20 2.9 .3.7 
37 2.8 2.) 11 24 19 2.9 ).6 
6 2.7 4.0 11 19 20 2.4 ).8 
28 2.7 2 • .3 12 24 20 2.8 ;.6 
14 2.7 2.0 1.3 24· 20 ).0 4.2 
21 2.7 1.8 14 25 20 ).) J.2 
7 2.6 2.8 12 19 20 2~5 4.2 
10 2.5 ).) 12 22 20 2 • .3 3.8 
16 2.4 2 .. 8 1.3 22 19 2.2 4.1 
24 2.4 2.5 10 21 19 2 . .3 ;.8 
2.3 2.4 2.3 12 20 20 2.4 3.8 
36 2.) 2.) 10 21 18 2.3 .3 • .3 
11 2.3 2 • .3 8 2.3 19 2.2 )o) 
13 2 • .3 2.1 11 21 19 2 • .3 ).8 
19 2 • .3 1.9 10 2.2 20 2.5 3o4 
2 2 • .3 1.6 12 2.3 19 2.8 .3.1 
.35 2.2 1.9 8 24 19 2 • .3 .3o.3 
29 2.1 2.1 10 14 19 2.0 J.J 
27 2.0 1.8 6 22 19 2.1 2o6 
.30 2.0 1.6 9 22 18 2.2 2o8 
.32 1.9 1.9 5 18 19 1.9 .3.1 
.34 1.8 1.7 8 16 17 1.8 .3 • .3 
26 1.7 1.5 8 18 19 1.8 2.6 
106.2 100 • .3 4·4.S 852 7.39 105.8 14·5 .o 
1-1=2.79 1'1=2 .64 11.79 22.4·2 19.14-5 2.78 .3Q82 
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CONTROL GROUP 
Pupil Cal.Tot. Cal.Tot. Cal. Cal. Cal. Cq~.loTot. Wiele 
Reading Read.ing Mean- \•1 ord. Hord Read.ing Range 
Comp. ing Form Recog. Vocab. 
1 3.9 3.9 14 2.5 20 3.9 ,5.2 
7 3.8 4.0 14 2.5 20 3.6 3.6 
3 3.4 4.0 14 2.5 20 3.1 3.3 
14 3.3 2 • .5 14 24 20 3.4 3.4 
11 3.2 2 • .5 1.5 23 20 3.3 4.0 
13 3.0 3.3 12 2.5 20 2.9 3.8 
30 3.0 3.3 13 2.5 20 2.9 4.0 
4 3.0 2.3 14 24 20 3.3 3.1 
23 2.9 3.3 11 21 20 2.7 3.2 
10 2.9 2.9 11 14 19 2.8 2.8 
2 2.9 2.8 10 2.5 20 2.8 3.1 
2.5 2.8 2.1 11 2.5 19 3.0 J • .5 
21 2.8 2.0 13 2.5 20 3.1 3.8 
.5 2.7 2.8 11 23 20 2.6 3-.5 
24 2.7 3·3 11 21 19 2 • .5 3 • .5 
16 2.7 2.8 10 23 20 2.6 3.0 
9 2.7 2.3 12 2.5 20 2.8 2.6 
18 2.6 2 • .5 10 23 19 2.6 3.4 
3.5 2.6 2.1 13 22 20 2.8 4.1 
19 2.6 2.1 12 24 19 2.8 3-.5 
27 2o6 2.0 12 2.5 20 2.9 2.7 
1.5 2.4 1.7 12 2.5 20 2.8 3 • .5 
22 2.3 2 • .5 14 1.5 20 2.2 3.4 
38 2.3 1~.5 11 24 20 2.8 3.1 
6 2.3 1.7 9 24· 20 2.7 3.0 
36 2.3 1.9 9 23 19 2.4 2.6 
12 2.3 2.1 11 19 19 2.3 3.6 
17 2.2 1.7 10 23 19 2.4 3.2 
31 2.2 2.0 9 23 18 2.3 2.9 
26 2.2 1.8 10 23 19 2.3 2.4 
20 2.2 1.8 12 23 16 2.4 2 • .5 
33 2.1 1.8 10 24 18 2.2 2.4 
8 2.1 1.8 10 22 17 2.3 2.4 
39 2.1 2.1 8 20 19 2.0 2.8 
32 2.0 1.7 9 24 18 2.1 2.8 
28 2.0 ~.7 3 25 18 2.1 2.2 
29 2.0 1.9 8 20 16 2.0 2.1 
4·0 1.9 1.4 6 23 20 2.1 2.4 
34 1.5 1.2 2 19 16 1.6 1.7 
37 1.3 1.6 .5 16 10 1.3 1.4 
~-----
101.8 92.7 42.5 907 757 104.7 123.5 
N=2.55 2.32 10.63 22.68 18.9.3 2.62 3.09 
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EXPERHIENTAL GROUP 
Pupil August 11 ay 
Wid.e Ran.Ach. \hde Ran.Ach. 
1 0.8 3.2 
2 0.8 3.1 
3 0.2 3.4 
4 1.6 4.4 
5 2.3 4.7 6 0.8 3.8 
7 0.8 4.2 
8 0.9 4.3 
9 0.9 5.7 
10 0.7 3.8 
11 0.1 3.3 
12 0.8 4.6 
13 0.1 3.8 
14 0.8 4.2 
15 0.7 5.1 
16 0.3 4.1 
17 0.8 4.5 
18 0.8 4.7 
19 0.2 3 .4· 
20 0.8 4.4 
21 0.8 3.2 
22 0.1 3.9 
23 0.6 3.8 
24 0.1 3.8 
25 0.1 3.7 
26 o.o 2.6 
27 0.5 2.6 
28 0.2 3.6 
29 0.1 3.3 
30 o.o 2.8 
31 o.LJ. 4.3 
32 o.o 3.1 
33 0.8 4.5 
34 o.o 3.3 
35 0.5 3.3 
36 0.7 3.3 
37 0.6 3.6 





Pupil August .Nay 
Wid.e Ran.Ach. Hide Ran.Ach. 
1 1.4 5.2 
2 0.8 ).1 
3 0.8 . 3-3 
4 0.8 ).1 
5 0.8 3.5 
6 0.8 3.0 
7 0.7 3.6 
8 0.7 2.4 
9 0.8 2.6 
10 0.8 2.8 
11 0.8 4.0 
12 0.8 3.6 
13 0.8 3.8 
14· 0.7 ).4 
15 0.8 3.5 
16 0.8 ).0 
17 0.7 3.2 
18 0.5 J.4 
19 0.8 3.5 
20 0.4 2.5 
21 0.8 ).8 
22 0.5 3.4 
23 o.6 3.2 
24 0.8 3-5 
25 0.4 3-5 
26 0.2 2.4 
27 o.6 2.7 
28 0.8 . 2.2 
29 0.3 2.1 
30 0.8 4.0 
31 0.8 2.9 
32 0.6 2.8 
33 0.5 2.4 
34 0.2 1.7 
35 0.8 4.1 
36 0.2 2.6 
37 o.o 1.4 
38 0.7 3.1 
39 0.8 2.8 
40 o.o 2.4 
25.9 123.5 
N=-=.65 H=3.09 
The Steinbach Test of 
Reading Readiness 













•1 a Identifying Capital LeHers Named: 
0 E F y L A 
1) 14) 
D s 0 u Q F v D T G 
2) 15) 
E R y F A z w c p u 
3) 16) 
F X p L z K G R F z 
4) 17) 
s c u B D D L y J 0 
5) 18) 
F I B H L z J R I y 
6) 19) 
p M L u J s G 0 T c 
7) 20) 
B R X A F I J F L N 
8) 21) 
0 F w B p u w K M v 
9) 22) 
E v J F L c T G J 0 
10) 23) 
B z R s p L z F s B 
11) 24) 
L N w T M F K Q X E 
12) 25) 
c B H D 0 Q 0 G c T 
13) I 26) 
K N s M E F p v T w 
?art 1 a Score (No. right): 
---
1 b Identifying Lower Case Letters Named: 
0 d e 0 c g 
1) 14) 
0 z n X s a e g v c 
2) 15) 
s b z 0 f b k h t 1 
3) 16) 
m e c y 0 e 0 c r m 
4) 17) 
n v w u m u w n v r 
5) 18) 
1 k g t h y 1 t k f 
6) 19) 
k . g p y J v u w m c 
f---· 
7) 20) 
y s f 0 z . t . k a J 1 
8) 21) 
c g e a d l t b h f 
9) 22) 
f h t q v f m q X z 
10) 23) 
n r h m u n p d q k 
11) 24) 
w c n y v d m q p b 
12) 25) 
v u r n e q p g b d 
13) ' 26) 
. t . f q J 1 p y b q t 
Part 1b Score (Number right): SCORE (Number right) - Part 1a + 1b: 
----
2 Memory of Word Forms 
A. 9) 
he be me moo saw . was see IS 
B. 10) 
us up so use of for from or 
1) 11) 
said . saw was IS rat cot can cat 
2) 12) 
be do of oh hat top hot hen 
3) 13) 
am an at now them then with not 
--
4} 14) 
boy barn ball tall was went want not 
5} 15) 
doll ball dog roll horse mouse house hose 
6) 16) 
us pup under up no of only on 
7) 17) 
ran run sun red made make wake many 
8) 18) 
big ' did . dig get will white with thin 
SCORE (Number right): 
----






















car tent face 
15 
ck flower 
~ 0 {!) v 16 ) 
man 
17 s I ~ 
piano 




SCORE (Number right): 
----











SCORE (Numberright): _____ _ 
TOTAL SCORE, Parts 1, 2, 3, 4 ------
The Steinbach Test of Reading Readiness 
SCHOLASTIC TESTING SERVICE, INC. • BENSENVILLE, ILLINOIS 
Date Name 
---------------- ------------------------------------------------------
Date of birth Age: Years Months 
----------------- ---------------- ------------------























TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST 3 TEST 4 TOTAL READING GE 
D D D D D D 
52 18 20 12 98-102 3.1+ 
16-17 11 94-97 2.9-3.0 
50-51 14-15 19 89-93 2.6-2.8 
46-49 12-13 18 10 82-88 2.2-2.5 
40-45 11 15-17 9 73-81 1.9-2.1 
31-39 9-10 13-14 7-8 61-72 1.7-1.8 
22-30 7-8 9-12 6 50-60 1.5-1.6 
16-21 5-6 5-8 4-5 41-49 1.3-1.4 
0-15 0-4 0-4 0-3 0-40 1.0-1.2 
TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST 3 TEST 4 TOTAL EXPECTED 
Letter Word Auditory Language SCORE EN D-Q F-Y EAR 
I d. Memory Discrim. Com pre. READING GE 
Other Information 
M. A. : C. A. : IQ: 
-------------- ------------- -~-------
Test Used: ____________________________________ _ 
Vision: 
----------------------------------------Hearing: __________________________________________ _ 
Observations (language, general information, experiences, 
home environment, health, handedness.) 
ACTUAL 
END-oF-YEAR 
READING GE 
D 
